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Detective fiction/thrillers are often stigmatized as escapist literature and 
standardized commercial products meant for mere entertainment. This thesis 
examines six pieces of detective fiction/thrillers, including Edgar Allan Poe's "The 
Murders in the Rue Morgue" (1841)，Conan Doyle's "The Red-headed League" 
(1891)，Agatha Christie's The Murder of Roger Ackrovd (1926), Graham Greene's 
The Ministry of Fear (1943)，Paul Bowles's "The Eye" (1981) and Jorge Luis 
Borges's "The Garden of Forking Paths" (1941). From the perspective of a genre 
criticism that is both rhetorical and thematic in nature, the study argues that despite 
the formulaic nature of the genre of detective thriller, each story is an idiosyncratic 
and aesthetic creation and thus is worthy of serious critical appreciation. 
The Introduction provides an overview to the thesis. First of all, it recognizes 
the potential problems in terminology of this popular genre, and defines my specific 
usage of the term "Detective Thriller". Secondly, a preliminary theoretical 
framework is established by a brief introduction to the main concepts and critical 
schools the thesis adopts: mine is essentially a combined approach. Thirdly, through 
an analysis of the two short stories by Edgar Allan Poe and Conan Doyle 
respectively, the prototypical features of the genre of detective thriller are outlined. 
They serve as the blueprint against which the other four detective thrillers are 
juxtaposed in the subsequent chapters. 
Each chapter consists of a brief introduction to the author's life and works. 
This is essential for a basic understanding to the stylistic tendencies of the specific 
authors, and the possible influences of their life on the detective thrillers in question. 
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This is followed by a detailed analysis of the content and form of each specific 
detective thriller. Structural conventions and formalist effects are considered, as well 
as readers' possible responses towards these structural and formalist elements 
(possibly in the form of "play"), for readers from different communities are likely to 
engage in different hermeneutic play with the (game-)structure of detective thrillers. 
Chapter One deals with Agatha Christie's The Murder of Roger Ackrovd. It 
analyses its structural conventions and underlying pattern, that is, the "figure in the 
carpet" of Christie's fiction. Her ingenious assembly of clues for the intellectual 
puzzle (a form of play) constitutes its innovative idiosyncrasy. 
Chapter Two assesses Graham Greene's The Ministry of Fear in relation to 
the conventions set up by the previous detective thrillers discussed. The work's 
idiosyncrasy lies mainly in the thematic issues of identity and pity raised by the 
protagonist: these problems of identities and virtues are essentially questions of our 
reality in a world of conflict and danger. This is a breakthrough to the genre, because 
serious issues are rarely discussed in detective thrillers, which are often read for 
entertainment. 
Chapter Three explores Paul Bowles's and Jorge Luis Borges's detective 
thrillers; their idiosyncrasy consists in their boldness in revising the boundaries of the 
genre: they are experimental in both their narratological features and their themes of 
cultural and metaphysical mysteries. 
The Concluding Remarks recapitulate the significance and implications of 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Genre of Detective Fiction/Thriller 
"[Detective fiction/Thriller] is arguably the most important literary development of 
the twentieth century, and has attracted many of the best writers at one time or 
another. It is serious literature, and it is about time that it be treated with the respect 
and dignity it deserves" (i). 
The editors (1975) "Introduction", The Encyclopedia ofMvstery and Detentinn 
This dissertation is a study of long and short detective fiction/thrillers by a 
group of selected writers, including Edgar Allan Poe's "The Murders in the Rue 
Morgue，，，Conan Doyle's "The Red-headed League", Agatha Christie's The Murder 
of Roger Ackroyd, Graham Greene's The Ministry of Fear. Paul Bowles's "The Eye" 
and Jorge Luis Borges's "The Garden of Forking Paths". As common sense will tell, 
the juxtaposition of works by such a group of different authors implies that this study 
has to do with a seemingly “loose，，group of writings within the field of detective 
fiction/thriller, each differing from the others in a number of ways. For instance, the 
time lapse between the epochs when Poe and Greene's works were written cannot be 
regarded as short at all; nor do people usually link Agatha Christie, Paul Bowles and 
Jorge Luis Borges together, since their writing style and the world they depict are 
immensely different. 
There is no denying that, over the past century, this popular genre of detective 
fiction/thriller, partly due to its accessibility, has been consumed, read by, and, 
indeed，influenced a much larger population compared to traditional literature. In the 
1960s increasing attention was paid to the genre, but much of the investigation done 
tends to stray from the literary to the sociological (Ashley 4). Since there is not yet a 
substantial body of literary criticism devoted to this genre, it is hoped that my 
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research thesis will contribute to the genre criticism of popular literature; my aim is 
not to be comprehensive (which would be impossible with the length of this thesis), 
but to apply contemporary critical approaches which have not yet been thoroughly 
applied to the diverse but underrated heritage of detective fiction/thrillers. I contend 
that the six works chosen in this study, while exhibiting a number of similar 
attributes, assume their central eminence in the realm of the detective fiction/thriller: 
Poe's and Doyle's stories concoct the core components of the detective thriller; 
Christie's popular novel exemplifies how these components could be manipulated to 
a flexible, splendid formula; Greene's novel breakthroughs by posing serious 
questions about life, which are not expected to appear in "formulaic fiction"; 
Bowles's story powerfully injects the ethnic twist to the genre; and through Borges's 
famous story, the sense of mystery penetrates, ultimately, a rational worldview. 
One important clarification I want to make is that although I do talk of 
detective fiction/thrillers as "popular" literature, I do not wish to align myself with 
readers who instinctively (or are conditioned to) segregate the genre from other 
mainstream literature; such a label often carries a derogatory connotation. Ernst 
Bloch, for instance, suggests in his “A Philosophical View of the Detective Novel" 
that the detective novel has formed a "colportage"^ preserving "significations long 
excluded from ‘better’ literature" that are not as worthless as trash. In other words, 
detective fiction/the thriller has become the medium stratum between the "best" and 
the "worst" (249). Indeed the general trend is that even scholars regard detective 
fiction/thrillers as having less worth than other canonical literature. Therefore, one of 
my hopes is that through this short thesis, I can add to readers' conviction that 
detective fiction/thriller is worth reading and as wonderful as other "traditional" 
literature. 
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"Detective", "Thriller"? Limitations of Terminology 
[Literary history] does not progress like a train stopping at different 
stations and then continuing on its journey [. . .]. Literary genres do 
not replace each other in clean and distinct succession. Nor do they 
always start out crudely, crawling on to the dry land of the printed 
page dripping the slime of their primitive origins, and then refine 
themselves to a pitch of formal perfection from which they can then 
only decay into extinction [. . .] rather than succeeding or replacing 
each other, all these variants overla[p] and co-exis[t]. They [can] even 
reach across the ideological divisions that apparently set them at odds 
and modify each other. (Ousby, Crime 155) 
The above comment by Ian Ousby in The Crime and Mystery Book: A 
Reader's Companion, and the very title of this introduction, "Genre of detective 
fiction/thriller" have presented a fundamental problem in analyzing the group of 
works I assembled in this thesis. There are dozens of different terms applied to 
defining the genre of detective fiction/thrillers (and sometimes to its sub-categories); 
to mention but a few common ones, we are all familiar with "whodunit", "classic 
detective fiction", "hard-boiled detective fiction", "mystery", "crime novel", 
"suspense", "spy thrillers" and so forth.^ Right at the beginning of this attempt at 
genre criticism, we are already facing difficulties in giving a collective definition to 
the six chosen works, which neither includes too many other possibilities nor 
excludes any one of these six works. 
Notwithstanding the immense difficulty in sorting out a classification that can 
be universally agreed on, we must adopt a referential collocation for analysis here. 
Therefore I take on the term “detective thriller", in which both words are used in a 
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rather flexible sense, to refer to the whole group of works being discussed in this 
thesis. The word "detective" is used in a broad sense to include spies as well as 
investigators of various sorts who are, though not having the (respected) profession 
as a detective, the ones seeking the truth behind a particular crime/conspiracy. The 
other word, "thriller" refers to works that create within the reader a strong sensation, 
no matter whether it is sensation of "curiosity", as in commonly-defined "detective 
fiction", or that of "excitement", as in the commonly-defined "thriller". Combining 
the two words together, "detective thriller" refers to the type of stories that thrill, or 
at least intrigue, with a detective/spy/investigator/detective-like figure investigating a 
crime. A very important element of detective thriller, however, could be inferred 
from either word of the collocation. That element is mystery, the source for all 
sensation of curiosity and excitement, and the reason for a detective to be present. 
Above all, mystery is the intrinsic pre-requisite of the detective thriller. 
It is worth noting that the previous discussion seems to suggest that the 
detective thriller is intended to be a becoming term for a specific group of works 
whose essential attributes are found in the six works chosen here. To be exact, 
detective thrillers display many of the significant features of the genre of detective 
fiction/thriller. However, I must clarify that what I am doing is not meant to 
transcend other respectable academics. The term "detective thriller" would become 
more arbitrary at a much broader level, especially when we expand the scope of the 
study further into a large number of detective fiction/thrillers which might allow 
many possible variations. It is not meant to be treated as a universal term to include 
any certain group of books outside the context of this study; for one thing, to address 
the six works as "detective thrillers" is for facilitating the discussion in this thesis. In 
fact, Martin Priestman has used exactly the same term and endowed it with the 
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specific connotation of the "hard-boiled" in his Crime Fiction: from Poe to the 
Present (4). In Priestman's terminology, the "detective thriller" is a hybrid "between 
the detective whodunit and the thriller" (2)，while being different from these two 
"pure breeds". My definition of the term is, in fact, more general than that of 
Priestman: I use the term "detective thriller" to encompass whodunit, noir thrillers, 
anti-conspiracy thrillers, and "detective thrillers" in Priestman's definition. If there 
happened to be yet another academic who used the same term, it might well be based 
on a different set of criteria. So it is the particular slant that I give this term that 
constitutes its newness.3 
As I pointed out before, the six detective thrillers do possess important 
attributes that at least outline the generic shape of detective fiction/thriller. By 
putting them together in this thesis, we shall see what these important attributes are. 
By then it will become clear that these features could be universal in a number of 
works with apparently similar labels (such as "spy thrillers", "mystery story", etc.) 
and they are, thus, essentially the conventions of the genre of detective fiction/thriller. 
The next step is, then, to ask whether there would be new directions we could take to 
develop meaningful interpretive principles to this genre with substantial, if not 
growing, readership. 
Since the dominant school of genre criticism on detective fiction/thrillers is 
structuralist, a critique of Tzvetan Todorov's famous article，"The Typology of 
Detective Fiction" is in place. The article "exemplifies the characteristic structuralist 
pursuit of explanatory models" (137) for detective fiction/thrillers and is important as 
a preliminary to our discussion. Todorov asserts that genre criticism for classics is 
problematic because there is a "dialectical contradiction between the work and its 
genre”： every great book of literature "establishes the existence of two genres, the 
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reality of two norms: that of the genre it transgresses, which dominated the preceding 
literature, and that of the genre it creates" (138). Detective fiction (Todorov regards 
the thriller as a sub-category of detective fiction), however, is different from such 
"high" literature, because it belongs to the realm of "popular" art. He then justifies 
his typology by declaring that a masterpiece of detective fiction is one which 
conforms to the rules of the genre but does not transgress it. In other words, a 
typology of detective fiction is a natural prerequisite of a genre criticism whose 
target works remain more or less stable. 
Todorov bases his typology on George Burton's remark that "the narrative 
[ . . • ] superimposes two temporal series: the days of the investigation which begin 
with the crime, and the days of the drama which lead up to it" (139). In essence there 
are two stories, one of the investigation and one of the crime, which constitute the 
narrative of detective fiction. In the first story/temporal series, the investigation starts 
after the crime has taken place. In the second story/temporal series, the crime takes 
place, leading to the investigation. The narrative of detective fiction is, therefore, 
made up of the overlapping of these two stories: the investigation is meant to retrace 
how the crime takes place. Using this concept of temporal overlapping as the basis, 
he divides the genre into three kinds: first, the "whodunit", “which reached its peak 
between the two world wars" (139). In this category the first story of crime is absent 
but real, the other story of investigation present but insignificant. The main action, 
i.e., the murder, takes place before the narrative. Second, the "thriller" was "created 
in the United States just before and particularly after World War 11" (141). In this 
category, the first story virtually does not exist and anyhow it is not important to the 
main action, while the second story of dangerous pursuit has been vitalized: i.e. ‘‘the 
narrative coincides with the [main] action" (141). To refute a possible objection that 
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the first story could not possibly be absent, Todorov expounds that in the thriller, the 
suppression of the first story is not obligatory, but can have "a secondary function 
[...]，[which is] subordinate and no longer central as in the whodunit" (142). The 
third category is the "suspense novel". It retains both stories but, unlike the classic 
detective fiction, the second story is also highly significant, i.e., the action is in both 
the pre-narrative and the narrative. As a final point Todorov asserts that these 
categories are, however, not necessarily a historical classification but a logical one-
so they do not necessarily transform from one to the other through time, but can exist 
and flourish at the same time 
Todorov's classification of the three types is meticulously specific, and the 
argument for a logical approach is clever and observant. Yet I would like to respond 
to him on several points, and these responses will, consequently, function as the 
points of departure for my critical analysis of the six detective thrillers in this thesis. 
First, I agree that it is definitely possible and beneficial to apply genre criticism to 
detective fiction/thrillers (and this is what I am going to do in this thesis). But the 
reason is not, as Todorov proposes, that this genre is different from "serious" 
literature in its nature; in fact this "happy realm" (138) of detective fiction/thriller is 
exactly where "serious" literature and genre criticism converge. Ernst Bloch, in his 
“A Philosophical View of the Detective Novel", has made use of various wonderful 
examples to illustrate that finally the detective story is not different from other 
literary masterpieces whose cores are often composed of mysteries of metaphysical 
nature, such as Oedipus Rex and Henrik Ibsen's plays. Michael Cohen made the 
more radical argument that the “convergence of mainstream and mystery in the late 
twentieth century [. . .] has been a meeting with mutual influence" (130). Like Bloch 
and Cohen, one of the aims of this thesis is to contribute to the effort in giving 
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detective fiction/thrillers their rightful status. Critics should, indeed, re-evaluate the 
status of detective fiction/thriller. Second, Todorov's differentiation seems to make 
sorting these works even more complex, since it is highly difficult to meet every 
criterion and rule for a particular category in his typology, and what should one do 
with a work that does not really fit all the rules for any category? Here again one sees 
the limitations of trying to apply a universal, absolute classification to a constantly 
evolving group of literary works which have their own respective idiosyncrasy. I 
suggest that the focus of genre criticism should, perhaps, be shifted to exploring the 
possible yet original variations within the limits of a flexible genre. Third, it seems to 
me Todorov contradicts himself when he claims that his classification is not a 
historical but a logical one. On one hand he introduces the types by their temporal 
appearance, but on the other he rejects the historical nature of such typology in order 
to justify the difficulty in spotting discrete evolutionary stages of the genre. In my 
view, whether the classification is a historical or logical one is not important. What is 
at stake here is, by acknowledging and reconciling both the shaping force of history, 
and the distinction by logic and themes, one can discern, among the formulaic 
qualities of the genre of detective fiction/thrillers, the originality and idiosyncrasy of 
each author and his/her specific work which do not unreasonably transgress the 
limits of the genre. 
Towards a Critical Framework: A Combined Approach 
Despite the confusion in finding out what categories of detective 
fiction/thrillers there should be, why they are categorized in a specific way (such as 
calling the specific group of works in this study "detective thrillers"), and the 
insufficiency of any possible, absolute terminology, scholarship on the genre has 
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been increasing steadily since the 1960s. I believe that the most important question is, 
how one should read and evaluate the genre of detective thriller. Seeing the 
limitations and yet necessary structural perspective in the genre criticism of the 
detective thriller, I attempt to generate a new logic which will do fuller justice to the 
genre. This will be done through a critique that draws on a combination of 
contemporary critical approaches. Subsequently an overview of my selected 
approaches is essential prior to a detailed critique of each detective thriller. These 
approaches have been variously but never thoroughly applied (with the exception of 
the structuralist one) to the criticism of detective fiction/thrillers. Some of these 
approaches could be dated back from the early century, long before the 1960s, 
when there was what could be called "serious" scholarship on the genre of detective 
fiction/thriller. 
What follows is a brief sketch of the selected critical approaches, introducing 
some of their important concepts. A number of these concepts, as will be seen, will 
be adopted in the critique in the subsequent chapters. 
1) Structuralist Approach 
Structuralism began with a number of Russian Formalists and gained its 
momentum from the 1950s to the '60s. Adopting a philosophical perspective, Zima 
asserts in his The Philosophy of Modem Literary Theory (；1999) that structuralism is 
the result of the synthesis out of contradictory forces of Kantianism, Hegelianism and 
avant-garde practice. Despite its Kantian influence, the Kantian notion of autonomy 
of art is ruled out by structuralists because they hold the historical (Hegelian) view 
that the semantic gesture (i.e. meaning cannot be fixed) of the literary text would be 
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passively changed through time and at the same time, actively change "social norms 
and values" (44). 
Based on Ferdinand de Saussure's model of structural linguistics 4， 
structuralists use parole and langue as analogy for social and cultural practices: 
particular cultural sign/phenomenon (like parole) provides access to the "structure, 
features, and rules of the general system that engenders its significance" (Abrams 
300). Specifically in literary studies, a structuralist reading of literature is an attempt 
to "make sense of a particular literary text by specifying the underlying system of 
literary conventions and rules of combination" governing its form and meaning. 
Structuralism gradually faded out in the late 1960s, probably because of its 
view that "literary meanings are made determinate by a system of invariant 
conventions and codes" (Abrams 301), undermining "the exegesis of individual 
texts" (Richter 857). 
2) Formalist Approach 
r 
(Russian) Formalism emerged in Moscow in 1915, and was spread by Roman 
Jakobson and then the Prague Linguistic Circle in the 1920s and 30s. From a 
philosophical point of view, "Formalist theories oscillat[e] between two extremes: 
Kantianism and the Futurist avant-garde". In practice, formalists insist on the 
autonomy of art, and reject any generic concepts and Hegelian/Marxist approaches to 
literature, because they destroy individuality of each literary work and its aesthetic 
autonomy from social and historical concepts. Through defamiliarization and 
deautomatization in the formal features of the text, literary conventions are broken up 
and renewed. The formalist Jurij Tynjanov asserts that "literary evolution [is] a 
dialectic between automatization and de-automatization" (Zima 18). In other words, 
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he considers the dialogue between established conventions and innovations to be the 
major drive for the development of literature. 
Literariness, in the formalist perspective, is what distinguishes literature from 
ordinary language. Formalists try to discern linguistic devices which point toward 
literariness, and literariness in turn defamiliarizes readers from their usual living 
experiences. For them “[t]he primary aim of literature in [• . .] foregrounding its 
linguistic medium [. . .] is to estrange or defamiliarize\ that is, by disrupting the 
modes of ordinary linguistic discourse, literature "makes strange" the world of 
everyday perception and renews the reader's lost capacity for fresh sensation." 
(Abrams 103) In particular, the formally manipulated plot creates the effect which 
"foreground[s] the narrative medium and [• . .] in this way dismpt[s] what had been 
our standard responses to the subject matter" (Abrams 104). Language, together with 
other literary devices like plot and characterization, are the means to achieve 
literariness, and thus defamiliarization in readers' perceptions. 
Interestingly, this concept of defamiliarization can be connected to Edgar 
Allan Poe's aesthetic theories on effect. From OED, effect means "impression 
produced on the mind of a [• • .] reader". In "Philosophy of Composition", Poe 
asserts that "effect" is created with deliberate manipulation of story elements. To 
write an original work suiting both the popular and the critical taste, the original 
arrangement of both events and tone are crucial in the construction of the effect. The 
link between effect and defamiliarization is this: to engender an effect on somebody, 
there must be something new/strange which is made to happen, i.e., defamiliarization 
will lead to a particular effect. One can almost simplify the situation to a casual 
relationship: literariness causes defamiliarization; defamiliarization causes an effect. 
3) Phenomenologic/Hermeneutic Approach: 
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Phenomenology is a philosophical perspective put forward by the German 
thinker Edmund Husserl (1859—1938) (Abrams 220). Phenomenological criticism, in 
particular, consists of reading a literary work so as to experience its author's mode of 
consciousness, and the re-projection of such consciousness.^ However, I will use the 
term "phenomenological" more broadly to indicate any literary approach that begins 
from the important insight that the literary work is something incomplete and 
depends on the reader to complete it. On the other hand, hermeneutics is the theory 
of interpretation (Abrams 127). The important concept of the hermeneutic circle was 
invented by the philosopher Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911). During the interpretative 
process of literary works, readers "approach the parts with a prior sense of the 
meaning of the whole; yet [they] can know the meaning of the whole only by 
knowing the meanings of its constituent parts" (Abrams 128). Since hermeneutics 
was aimed at establishing a "general theory of understanding" (Abrams 127) instead 
of specific explanations to texts, it is implied that although the hermeneutic circle 
appears to be a very useful concept, a specific, exact demonstration of the circle in 
any literary work is unlikely. Later，Martin Heidegger made an important 
contribution to hermeneutics by incorporating "the act of interpretation into an 
existential philosophy" (Abrams 129). In 1960, Hans Georg Gadamer, student of 
Martin Heidegger, developed an existentialist theory of textual interpretation in the 
book Truth and Method. The underlying assumption of the book is that language, 
like temporality, pervades all aspects of human experience. The book leads to the 
contemporary trend in which phenomenologists like Paul Ricoeur no longer put the 
emphasis on the author, but rather attempt to generate a hermeneutic between the text 
and the reader. In fact, before long the close associations between phenomenology 
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and hermeneutics renders them being designated together as a certain interpretive 
approach to literature. 
The most important concept in Gadamer's Truth and Method that is useful to 
the discussion of detective thriller is his concept of play, explicated in the chapter 
‘‘The Ontology of the Work of Art and Its Hermeneutic Significance". According to 
Gadamer, in considering the nature of play we should not focus on the player's 
subjective reflection and behaviour, but the mode of being of play {Spiel). "Play is 
not to be understood as something a person does [. • .][and] the actual subject of play 
is the play itself (104). Similarly, it is not the aesthetic consciousness, but the mode 
of being of the work of art which is important. The work of art is not an object 
confronting a subject, but has its true being in the fact that "it becomes an experience 
that changes the person who experiences it" (102). Playing is a "self-representation" 
of the player (108); yet "play does not have its being in the player's consciousness or 
attitude, but [. . .] play draws him into its dominion and fills him with its spirit" (109). 
Lastly, play reaches presentation through the player, but the spectator is the person 
for and in whom the play is played, and so "the play bears within itself a meaning to 
be understood and can therefore be detached from the behavior of the player". The 
play is "as if open toward the spectator, in whom it achieves its whole significance" 
(109); yet the spectator can be either real or imagined. (Gadamer 110). 
The hermeneutical implication of Gadamer's concept of play for literature is 
that the meaning of a text is always the fusions of horizons, the dialogue between the 
text and the individual reader who has his own temporal and personal horizon; 
therefore this meaning is always changing. The meaning of a text is thus always 
indeterminate; and, similar to Dilthey's concept of hermeneutic circle, he insists that 
his hermeneutics is "an attempt simply to describe how we in fact succeed in 
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understanding texts" instead of establishing rules for a correct interpretation (Abrams 
130). Paul Ricoeur adds in A Ricoeur Reader, during the play in literature, there is a 
‘‘tacit pact between the author and the reader", which, in particular, allows the author 
to make the narrator reliable/unreliable and the reader is not supposed to be offended 
by this "trick". 
I would also like to refer to Hans Robert Jauss's hermeneutic theory of the 
interpretative communities, whose emphasis "is on the response of the public on the 
level of its collective expectations" (Ricoeur 399). As will be seen, the socio-
historical context will affect the readers' "collective expectations" and thus the same 
detective thriller will have different appeal for readers in different historical phases 
or societies. 
Concerning the relationship between the reader, context, and the text of 
detective thriller, Ernst Bloch has tried to explain the rise of detective thrillers from a 
phenomenological point of view. Bloch observes that the detective and his activity of 
gathering evidence do not emerge in literature until the late century, and he 
thinks it is because in the real world before the late century, the corrupted legal 
system did not depend on evidence. Later on, the Enlightenment rebelled against this 
injustice, necessitating evidence in trials (Bloch 246), and thus people's awareness of 
such procedure allows the emergence of the detective novel. Bloch's explanation, 
though not entirely convincing, again proves the relationship between readers and the 
text of detective thriller: that the appeal of the text to the readers will be affected by 
the context. 
4) Reader-response Theory 
Reader-response theorists share the topic of the role of the reader, instead of a 
set of unified assumptions as a particular school (Richter 1158). They include 
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formalist critics like Wayne C. Booth, structuralists like Jonathan Culler, 
phenomenologists like Geoges Poulet, Wolfgang Iser and also critics from other 
schools. Reader-response criticism came into prominence in the 1970s, when critics 
"tum[ed] from the traditional conception of a work as an achieved structure of 
meanings to the ongoing mental operations and responses of readers as their eyes 
follow a text on the page before them" (Abrams 256). Therefore, it is not 
contradictory to adopt a reader-response perspective together with any one of the 
approaches that will be used in this thesis. 
* 
I do not wish to suggest, nor would it be possible to prove that the approaches 
of structuralism, formalism, phenomenology/hermeneutics, and reader-response are 
clear-cut and un-related in terms of their philosophical grounds and critical 
practices.^ The aim of putting them into distinct categories in previous sections is to 
place readers in an orderly sphere where they have a general sense of what the major 
focus of each particular approach is, acknowledging that there is often overlapping of 
certain sub-schools. 
In general, when the philosophical principles of structuralism are put into 
practice, they become an attempt to find out the literary conventions underlying a 
group of texts and interacting with their historical and social context. Russian 
Formalists, on the other hand, propose that literary evolution depends entirely on 
formal de-automatisation/defamiliarization. The hermeneutic/phenomenological 
approach explores the interaction between the text and its readers (and/or their 
consciousness), and is most closely associated with reader-response. 
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Being popular literature entails that the detective thriller is intended to appeal 
to a wide audience. This popularity constitutes part of its worth and thus in turn, to 
prove its worth, I will undertake to apply the combined approach in an endeavor to 
explain the appeal of the detective thriller. To narrow down the vast scope that could 
be offered by such a combination of critical approaches, I will just focus on some of 
the concepts from each school mentioned above. Structural conventions will act as 
the indispensable starting point for our discussion; through a textual analysis, the 
inter-related literariness-defamiliarization-effect from the formalist perspective will 
then be considered; and Gadamer's concept of play will help us explore how the 
readers respond to the structuralist and formalist elements. Since the reader plays an 
essential role in shaping the literary experience, I am allied with a reader-oriented 
view. 
Edgar Allan Poe's "Murders in the Rue Morgue" (1841): 
Prototypical Structure, Calculated Effect 
In his famous “Philosophy of Composition", Edgar Allan Poe demonstrates 
the modus operandi of the composition of his work which "proceeded, step by step, 
to its completion with [. • .] precision and [a] rigid consequence" (Poe 15). Claiming 
that he composed every work consistent with this belief, Poe wrote the first short 
detective story, “The Murders in the Rue Morgue", which won him the reputation as, 
controvertibly, the father of detective fiction. Most critics like Kenneth Silverman, J. 
R. Hammond, and Vincent Buranelli agree that Poe's "The Murders in the Rue 
Morgue’，is the first detective story ever written. Although Poe himself did not mean 
to create a new formula, namely the detective story, "Rue Morgue" does provide 
prototypical aspects for his successors to exploit as a formula, and opens up a range 
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of possibilities for the development of crime fiction and, in particular, the detective 
thriller. 
I have repeatedly emphasized that the orientation of this paper is based on a 
combined approach. Now I wish to discuss Poe's story in light of the structuralist and 
formalist perspectives. As one important quality of detective fiction/thriller is being 
formulaic, that necessarily implies that it is made up of a number of structural 
conventions. In fact, many of the later detective thrillers are based on the thematic 
and rhetorical "conventions" that the story sets up. 
After a philosophical exposition on the celebration of the human mind's 
analytical abilities, the first-person narrator begins to tell the story of his detective 
friend，Monsieur C. Auguste Dupin，who demonstrates his analytic powers by 
reconstructing the narrator's thoughts while they are strolling along the street. Not 
long afterwards, they read from the newspapers a report of the brutal murder ofMme. 
L'Espanaye and her daughter. The corpse ofMme. L'Espanaye, with her head nearly 
cut off, is found in the backyard; her daughter's body is thrust halfway up the 
chimney. "Two or more tough voices [. . .] in angry contention" (99) are heard when 
the neighbours, alarmed by the women's terrible shrieks, try to break into their house. 
Witnesses all agree that the first voice is French, but are in wide dissent as to the 
second voice, whose accent appears foreign to all the witnesses who are Italian, 
English, Spanish, Dutch, and French. The narrative, from then on, largely proceeds 
with newspaper excerpts. Finally, with his superior analytical power, Dupin solves 
the crime puzzle with a very surprising answer-that the murderer is none of the ten 
suspects, but an Ourang-Outang, an ape of East Indian origins, which has escaped 
from its French owner. 
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"Rue Morgue" has displayed a number of structural conventions which are 
prototypical of the genre of detective thriller. As Vincent Buranelli puts it in Edgar 
Allan Poe, all three elements of detective fiction, "the crime, the detective, and the 
method of detection" have been "identified and defined by Poe". In one sweep of his 
genius，Poe has united them "properly into a coherent and, within the rules of the 
game，convincing account" (81). The first thematic element, the crime, is a locked-
room murder in "Rue Morgue，，一which becomes the favourite theme of detective 
fiction thereafter. The scene of the crime is a room which is locked from the inside, 
and with windows that are seemingly nailed down. The detective at last would 
always manage to find out the tricks behind the locked-room murder. In "Rue 
Morgue", Dupin finds that in fact the nail on one of the windows is in fact broken. 
Besides, there are a large number of suspects who might have committed the murder. 
As a convention, the most likely suspect is often the one who does not commit the 
crime (Le Bon in "Rue Morgue"), and the true perpetrator is the most unlikely person 
(in this case, not even a human being but an ape!). 
The second element is characterization. One thing worth noticing is that all 
the characters in "Rue Morgue" are not fully fleshed out; they are mostly caricatures, 
except a few descriptions about Dupin the detective. The limitation of the length of 
the short story, and Poe's writing style might partially account for this lack of 
characterization, but obviously it also happens with the later detective thrillers, 
including novels of his successors like Agatha Christie. Another reason has to do 
with the calculated effect of the detective story: it is meant to offer the pleasure of 
the deduction game and the thrill of mystification, but not the all-encompassing 
complexities of the human drama. As a result, composite human traits are 
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deliberately eliminated from the characters so as not to diffuse the excitement and 
concentration of the readers. 
Despite the fact that most characters are caricatures, there is one necessary 
exception-the detective hero. Poe's C. Auguste Dupin，the prototypical detective, is 
“the amateur sleuth who solves crimes from the comfort of his armchair" (May 87). 
Dupin is aristocratic, knowledgeable, reclusive, and, in particular, essentially 
eccentric, and these characters constituted the stereotype of the amateurish detective. 
That he has "ceased to know or be known", and is "enamored of the Night" (Poe 95) 
gives readers a brief sense of eccentricity, which becomes the formulaic attribute of 
the stereotypical detective. Poe goes further than this: in order to "counterfeit 
[Night's] presence" (95)，the "double Dupin" (96) and his admirer, i.e., the narrator, 
would close all the windows of the old house in daytime to exclude light, and then, at 
night，"sall[y] forth into the streets, arm in arm, [. • .] amid the wild lights and 
shadows of the populous city, that infinity of mental excitement which quiet 
observation can afford" (96). Here readers will feel that gripping overtone of the 
Gothic fantasy, which is constantly felt in abundance in his other stories. 
The prototypical detective is lucky enough to have a companion as narrator. 
This Dupin admirer as the first-person narrator is another crucial figure in the story. 
We are forced to understand the whole situation and follow the investigation only 
from his point of view (but not Dupin's). In doing so we are led to sympathize with 
the narrator's conjectures about the suspects and puzzlement about the crime. We are 
meant to believe in the reliability of the narrator. Although the narrator is allowed to 
venture forth with Dupin the detective, he is necessarily less smart than the detective 
to know how the clues are fitting perfectly together to form the solution. Therefore 
readers, who probably identify themselves with the narrator, are obscured from the 
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inner development of investigation and what truth the evidence is leading to. 
Sometimes the narrator even gives wrong deductions, forking and retarding the 
uncovery of the solution. The role of narrator-friend augments the effect of 
mystification and suspense, and assumes an important position in the detective 
world-indeed, who can forget the famous Dr. Watson in Sherlock Holmes adventure? 
The third is the thematic element that the detective always solves the crime 
with a shrewd and disinterested analysis on psychological deduction. In “Rue 
Morgue", it is obvious that the solution to this whodunit is by logical analysis and 
inference of the talented detective. Evidence showing the focus of the detective story 
on "cold-blooded" deduction is shown in Dupin's "eager delight in [his analytical 
ability's] exercise [. . .] and [. . .] the pleasure thus derived" (Poe 96)，which appears 
to readers a fundamental reason (rather than his acquaintance with the suspect, Le 
Bon) in taking the trouble to solve the crime. 
Having seen the prototypical structural conventions of the detective thriller, 
the next task is to explore the inter-relationship between literariness, 
defamiliarization and effect in the formal features of "Rue Morgue". Does Poe's 
story qualify his own theory of effect? If it does，what are the effects thus created? 
How does Poe create these effects through defamiliarization by the manipulation of 
formal elements? As Poe himself wrote in a letter to his friend Philip Pendleton 
Cooke, "the hair-splitting of my French friend [Dupin][ • . •] is all done for effect" 
(qtd. in Lewis 97). Therefore it is reasonable to deduce that Edgar Allan Poe had 
been bearing in mind a purposeful design of effect when he wrote "Rue Morgue". 
In fact, certain devices in the narrative of "Rue Morgue" have been used to 
defamiliarize readers' experience of reality. For instance, the documentary fashion in 
which the crime and witnesses' reports that appear in the newspapers is a means to 
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nullify any emotional identification towards the suspects or victims, and at the same 
time expose the appalling brutality and oddity of the crime. Thus this objectiveness is 
combined with the grotesque atmosphere (like the description of Dupin's liking, the 
dreadful scene of crime, and the sudden intrusion of the Ourang-Outang as the real 
murderer etc.) and is retained while other unnecessary feeling and sympathy with 
human beings are eradicated. The objective, almost-scientific "newspaper" account 
of crime sets up a tradition of rendering facts and evidence "cold-bloodedly" in the 
detective story, and I propose that this scientificism is a kind of literariness in the 
formalist sense. As Dennis Porter points out, what Poe has done in "Rue Morgue" is 
to "play upon the reader's sensibilities by first arousing his morbid curiosity, and 
having toyed with it for an appropriate length of time, by satisfying it in a wholly 
unexpected way." (27) The unfeeling scientificism of the detective and the narrative 
form leave the readers, at the outset, feeling the strangeness of the cruel murder, the 
weird, incomprehensible voices, and the grotesque air of the crime. And readers are 
kept off from the truth by the narrator's insensitive point of view till the end-in 
which the mystery is unraveled by the omniscient detective. The effects Poe created 
on his readers through this compositional defamiliarization are that of the fear of 
superhuman brutality, and ultimately a strong desire of curiosity to know whodunit. 
As to the possible appeal of this exaggerated violence, Michael Cohen has suggested 
in Murder Most Fair: The Appeal of Mystery Fiction that one of the possible 
functions that violence in crime fiction serves is catharsis-purging readers' psychic 
fears. That is to say, one reason why we read detective thrillers with violent actions is 
that fictionalized violence could purge our fears of violence in reality, either they be 
our fear of death, or fear of the violent society (15). 
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Conan Doyle's "The Red-Headed League" (1891): Extended 
Conventions, Idiosyncratic Play 
It is impossible to talk about detective fiction without mentioning Sherlock 
Holmes. The arm-chair detective Holmes, together with his amiable Dr. Watson, are 
even more famous than their creator, Conan Doyle. The Sherlockians even accept 
"Mr. Sherlock Holmes, Dr. John H. Watson and their adventures as real persons and 
events，’ whereas Conan Doyle is only Dr. Watson's "literary agent" (Shreffler 4). 
Here I will turn to one of their famous stories, "The Red-Headed League" (1891)，to 
demonstrate phenomenological/hermeneutical and reader-response perspectives 
applied to the genre of detective thriller. 
The story is about a red-haired man, Mr. Jabez Wilson, who owns a 
pawnbroker's business in a small town. His recently employed assistant, Vincent 
Spaulding, encourages him to respond to a newspaper ad by the Red-headed League, 
which is seeking men with red-hair. The red-haired man's duty is to copy out the 
Encyclopedia Britannica word by word, for which he will receive an extraordinarily 
high payment for each day he has worked. Mr. Wilson is persuaded to go for the 
interview and his candidature is bizarrely accepted without much inquisition. 
Subsequently for several weeks he goes to an office in a building to copy out the 
Encyclopedia Britannica starting from the alphabet A, and is warned not to leave the 
building during the office hours. One day, when Mr. Wilson goes to his "work" as 
usual，he finds the office of this red-headed league is closed, with a notice saying that 
the league has been dissolved. Wondering whether the whole affair is a hoax, and 
worrying whether he would be able to earn such fast money again, the red-haired 
man comes to Holmes for help. At the end Holmes comes up with an amazing 
answer to this mysterious problem: that in fact the Red-headed League and the 
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copying work are the means to lure the man away from his own pawnbroker's shop. 
In this way his newly-employed clerk Spaulding, actually a notorious thief called 
John Clay, can dig an underground tunnel from the shop to the cellar of a bank 
nearby, where thirty thousand napoleons are stored. 
Before going to the application of phenomenologic/hermeneutic perspective, 
it is important first to contrast Doyle's "Red-headed League" with Poe's "Rue 
Morgue" to see how much the structural conventions have been revised in Doyle's 
detective thriller. In the subsequent chapters, comparison between the detective 
thriller in question and the two prototypes in this introduction will be made every 
now and then; this will allow us to evaluate continually how innovation in the genre 
has come about. 
One very conspicuous difference between Poe's and Doyle's detective 
thrillers is their tone: “Rue Morgue" was written with a tone of cold-blooded 
detachment and physical violence; but "Red-headed League" was unmistakably 
tainted by lightheartedness. In Doyle's story, no murder has been committed, not 
even any gory scenes. In fact, it is a robbery that has been committed, and the means 
to distract Mr. Jabez Wilson is definitely comic-to lure him to copy out the 
Encyclopedia Britannica so as to receive a fund "for the propagation and spread of 
red-heads as well as for their maintenance" (Doyle 57). This lightheartedness 
constitutes a part of the literariness of this particular detective thriller. 
One innovation is the evocation of the physical context for the readers of the 
period when his detective thrillers were written. "Sherlock Holmes reminds us 
always of the pleasant externals of nineteenth-century London." (Eliot 17) The 
setting is, on the contrary, seldom mentioned in Poe's detective thrillers. The setting, 
being largely unnoticeable in "Rue Morgue", provides a new element and a sense of 
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intimacy on the part of readers. The lightheartedness of the writings, the pleasantness 
of the environment, and the assurance that everything can finally be solved, 
constitute a moral and agreeable world, where everything could be explained and 
solved by reason and justice; order can always be restored; bad people will always be 
punished. • • It is worth noting that these structural and formalist elements work 
together to present a world-view that the writer is trying to put forward. Could this 
world-view be reflecting the particular social and historical moment when the 
detective thriller is written? Or an illusion intentionally created by the author? The 
authenticity and the function of this world-view seem to be a very complex issue. In 
the ensuing chapters, this issue of world-view would be further explored when I 
discuss the specific detective thrillers. 
In terms of the conventions in terms of characterization, it has also been long 
recognized that Sherlock Holmes is the successor of Auguste Dupin. Christopher 
Morley points out that ‘‘[p]erhaps no fiction character ever created has become so 
charmingly real to his readers" (5). It is alleged that nowadays there are still letters 
posted to 22IB Baker Street for Mr. Sherlock Holmes. Like Dupin, Holmes 
demonstrates his idiosyncratic eccentricity of character. Sherlock Holmes, the 
"sleuth-hound" (Doyle 64)，would "[curl] himself up in his chair，with his thin knees 
drawn up to his hawk-like nose" for a "three-pipe problem" (Doyle 62). But he was 
"an enthusiastic musician being himself not only a very capable performer, but a 
composer of no ordinary merit" (Doyle 64). Being both a rationalist and a romantic 
music lover, Holmes exhibits a double character not unlike that of Dupin. And, as an 
extension of Dupin's analytical skills, the most remarkable thing about Sherlock 
Holmes is, as every one can tell, his incredibly sharp observation skills. Within a few 
minutes of contact with Mr. Wilson, Holmes outwits Watson in an exceedingly 
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precise depiction of the man. He says casually, “ ‘Beyond the obvious facts that he 
has at some time done manual labour, that he takes snuff, that he is a Freemason, that 
he has been to China, and that he has done a considerable amount of writing lately，I 
can deduce nothing else.' ” (Doyle 51) However, as T. S. Eliot maintains, the 
characterization does not go much further. "There is no rich humanity, no deep and 
cunning psychology and knowledge of the human heart about him; he is obviously a 
formula" (19). Ian Ousby has aptly described the formula of Sherlock Holmes in 
Bloodhounds of Heaven: 
The detective is a gentleman, polished and suave in his manners, but 
reclusive and eccentric in his habits. In his work he is unhampered by 
official rules, being in a very real sense a law unto himself, and is 
intensely individualistic. His methods combine the scientist's 
precision and attention to detail with the flamboyance of the showman 
[ … ] . I n general, the portrait is much like the popular conception of 
the academic or the intellectual, brilliant and wayward; and it is 
viewed through the eyes of the worshipful student, represented by the 
detective's satellite and biographer, Dr. Watson. (140-141) 
Sometimes his observation skills and analytical ability sometimes would seem a bit 
too much: he could tell a person's profession and where he's from by a mere look at 
his/her appearance. This is an exaggeration meant to create an impressive formula of 
the Great Detective. It is remarkable that Sherlock Holmes, despite a shallow 
characterization, manages to create a deep impression in the minds of readers, and in 
this respect Doyle is even more successful than Poe in characterizing the detective. 
As to the narrator-friend, Dr. Watson is quite similar to the narrator in Poe's 
tales. As Watson himself comments, he "had heard what [Holmes] had heard, [he] 
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had seen what [Holmes] had seen, and yet from [Holmes's] words it was evident that 
he saw clearly not only what had happened, but what was about to happen, while to 
[Watson] the whole business was still confused and grotesque" (Doyle 65). We, as 
readers, feel sympathetic towards Watson's feelings, identify with him, and almost 
ask the same questions: "What was this nocturnal expedition, and why should I go 
armed? Where were we going, and what were we going to do?" (Doyle 66) when 
Watson was asked to bring a revolver for a meeting with Holmes at night. Basically 
the convention of the narrator, who faithfully records the cases but is necessarily too 
puzzled to figure out what the detective is doing, is preserved, its imprint in the genre 
deepened by the amiable image of Dr. Watson. 
From the phenomenologic/hermeneutic point of view, Gadamer's concept of 
play could explain the mental process by which readers read this story. The meaning 
of the story may change for different readers, at different stages of reading. One 
reader may be able to guess the solution or at least make more sense of the hints 
earlier than another reader. And as the page turns, what a reader can get may change 
with the narrative, with more and more hints pointing towards the perpetrator, i.e.， 
the clerk. There is a continuous "fusion of horizons" and the text itself is represented 
through the author (Conan Doyle) and targeted at the readers, who are in constant 
dialogue with the text. The author-by way of the text-and the reader engage in a 
game of obfuscation and illumination. 
The mental process described above remains at an abstract level, and it is thus 
difficult to see how the process could be different for different detective thrillers. 
Although Gadamer maintains that his theory is a general principle instead of a 
concrete realization of the concept of play, I will try to use some passages from 
"Red-headed League" to demonstrate how the play can be realized in the narrative 
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medium. It is through such an application that we can see the authenticity of 
Gadamer's concept of play. A limitation is that we cannot pin down one 
interpretation as the universal reading experience of every reader who reads the 
passage, since this would violate the intrinsic premise of the hermeneutic principle 
that each reader brings to the text his/her own horizons. Therefore I argue that this 
particular exemplification of play is my personal reading of the passage; the specific 
interpretation may change with each reader, yet this variation in interpretation does 
not rule out its authenticity of play itself. 
When Holmes and Watson stroll to the pawnbroker's shop, Holmes casually 
asks the clerk in the shop about directions. Afterward he remarks that the clerk is the 
"fourth smartest man in London", When I read this remark, I become increasingly 
sure that the clerk is one of the collaborators of the unknown crime project, and one 
might just have the same conjecture as Watson: 




"The knees of his trousers." 
"And what did you see?" 
"What I expected to see." (Doyle 63) 
Holmes's prompt reply displays the detective's smartness. At the same time, the 
detective is obviously holding back information from Dr. Watson (and the reader). 
Why would Holmes purposefully seek to observe the knees of the clerk's trousers? 
After a walk around the town, Sherlock Holmes makes a solemn conclusion that “[a] 
considerable crime is in contemplation. [He has] every reason to believe that we shall 
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be in time to stop it. But today being Saturday rather complicates matters." (Doyle 65) 
I cannot help but feel puzzled by the point that "Saturday complicates matters". Why 
should Saturday cause any kind of danger/risk to their investigation? A more 
discerning reader may discover in the previous passages that in fact, Holmes and 
Watson have been walking past a bank among a number of buildings. However I fail 
to recognize this hidden clue, which is purposefully obfuscated by the names of the 
nearby buildings clustered together in a few lines in the narrative. 
As Holmes himself discloses it, it finally becomes clear that the thieves are 
trying to dig a tunnel to the ground of the bank vault. When Holmes, Watson, the 
bank director, and the police agent are waiting in the darkness, Watson's description 
of his own psychological excitement creates in me, as a reader, a strong dramatic 
effect: 
I placed my revolver, cocked, upon the top of the wooden case behind 
which I crouched. Holmes shot the slide across the front of his lantern, 
and left us in pitch darkness一such an absolute darkness as I have 
never before experienced. [. . .] To me, with my nerves worked up to a 
pitch of expectancy, there was something depressing and subduing in 
the sudden gloom, and in the cold, dank air of the vault. (Doyle 69-70) 
T. S. Eliot stresses the dramatic ability of the detective thriller, "a dramatic ability 
applied with great cunning and concentration [ . . . ] . We are so well worked up by the 
dramatic preparation that we accept the conclusion". (18) Indeed, I myself feel the air 
of tension when reading this passage, notwithstanding that I know what is going to 
happen: John Clay is going to climb out of the tunnel. Here we can see the effect of 
excitement created by means of the language of the narrative. 
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* 
Based on the combined approach and the prototypical conventions that have 
been visualized in the above analysis of Poe's and Doyle's stories, this thesis will 
attempt to use a combined approach to analyze the remaining four detective thrillers. 
The ultimate purpose of my interpretation of individual detective thrillers is to 
uncover and illustrate the multiplicity, the range, and variety of the genre of detective 
fiction/thriller. Although the existence of a "genre" implies a set of conventions 
which should be consistent within the works in the genre, Ian Bell points out in his 
preface to Watching the Detectives: Essays on Crime Fiction. "[t]he important thing 
about so much crime writing [. . .] is the way it responds to, parodies and explores its 
own conventions" (x). Thus, the order of the work which appears in the subsequent 
chapters is arranged on a comparative basis, from the most conventional to the least 
conventional (in terms of the genre's formulaic qualities). The last chapter, which 
deals with Bowles and Borges, will discuss variations that have, in a sense, moved 
away from the conventions set up by Poe's and Doyle's stories. 
In my critique, both the rhetorical and thematic aspects will be taken into 
consideration: structural conventions and the world-view they present, formalist 
effects, and the game-structure inherent in the specific work will be discussed. The 
authors' biographical information is included as a basic knowledge of the writer, and 
helps us understand under what kind of context the detective thriller is written, and 
the writer's thematic and stylistic preoccupations in writing the work. As the text is 
incomplete without the reader, I will call attention to the role of the reader during the 
analysis. Last but not least, the chapter headings are meant to foreshadow the twist, 
or the most important contribution that detective thriller has effected to the genre. 
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These twists have more or less led the development of the detective thriller in a new 
direction, and will be discussed in great details in each chapter. 
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Notes 
1 There are three characteristics of this colportage "closely intertwined and 
full of intention" (Bloch 249). One, suspense "that is more subtle than that aimed 
exclusively at the final resolution" (250), arising from the reader's attempt to find the 
right clue faster than the detective (this applies even if the reader has read the last 
few pages first; they would find clues more conspicuous when they go back to the 
story). Two, the act of discovery. In order to deduce conclusions, often surprising 
ones, the detective has to be able to gather important clues from a micrological 
perspective (e.g. observing minute details). Three, the un-narrated factor and its 
reconstruction. This point is similar to Todorov's point about the absent first story, in 
which the most important action of crime takes place. Bloch adds a philosophical 
touch by suggesting that this "darkness at the beginning" (256) in human 
consciousness is the recurrent theme of the colportage. Most importantly, it echoes 
with the theme of Oedipus, "the archetype for all later occurrences" (258). Oedipus 
has been pushed, by fate, to kill his father and marry his mother (un-narrated), and 
caught in the darkness that doomed him to destroy himself. In the detective novel, 
there is also such a dark prelude which casts its gloom over the present story. 
2 The American term "mystery story" (Priestman, Crime 2) suggests that its 
central appeal lies in a mystery in the cerebral sense; the other term 'thriller', derived 
from the French term "serie noire" (Todorov 141), suggests a sensation of physical 
excitement and suspense. Following this combined logic from Priestman and 
Todorov, then the works of Doyle and Christie are essentially about solving a crime 
puzzle, and thus they seem to fall into the first category; while those of Greene are 
often about spies confronting dangerous and conspiracies, and thus they fall into the 
second category. Yet there seems to be a certain amount of overlapping between the 
two domains: there is certainly the sensation of excitement-even thrill-when you 
reach the surprising ending of Christie's Murder of Roger Ackrovd: and one would 
most probably be mystified by the fete cake in Greene's The Ministry of Fear, which 
appeared surprisingly ominous to Arthur Rowe's out-of-the-way life. What's more, 
Poe's detective stories are crime puzzles but they also play on readers' sensibility by 
depicting physical violence. To make things even more complicated, stories by 
Bowles and Borges are so idiosyncratic and complex in their respective ways that 
neither the term "mystery story" nor "thriller" would seem fitting. Some may well 
offer just the term "detective fiction" for all these six works to simplify the issue, but 
all the same it is not entirely justifiable to say that they all belong to "detective 
fiction", the most common term applied to Doyle's and Christie's works alike, but 
not a satisfactory one for those of Greene and Borges—because the term "detective 
fiction" lacks one important element-that is, the suspense, the thrill-which is 
unmistakably a central element to their work. Then there is another umbrella term, 
"formula story", which can accommodate all of these stories—but it also includes 
westerns, romances and adventures. This inclusiveness renders the term undesirable 
to be used here. 
3 Having justified my term "detective thriller" for the six works being studied 
in this thesis, we should not attach too much significance to the epistemological 
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problems of terminology. They are not the focus but merely a preliminary precaution 
against the oversimplification of the whole investigation. In the past criticism on 
detective fiction/thrillers, many academics have tried to give a definable structure to 
analyze the genre, but none can be called completely convincing; there are always 
ambivalences. In fact, each writer has his own rationale to use terms to foreground 
the relevance of his analysis. Hilfer, in his The Crime Novel, differentiates between 
detective novel and crime novel: detection of the perpetrator is crucial in the former, 
while at the beginning of the latter the reader already knows who the perpetrator is 
(2). Van Dover, the author of You Know My Method, divides the historical 
development of the genre into five crude movements: Poe dominating the first, Doyle 
the second, the "Golden Age" of detective fiction the third, "Hard-boiled" school of 
Hammett and Chandler the fourth, and lastly, the present heterogeneous movement 
(3-4). If these definitions were to be used as universal terminology outside their 
discussion, the former would be insufficient, the latter hardly convincing. Other 
literary scholars have used structuralist methodology to explain the works' features, 
which are categorized as largely narratological. Michael Cohen's definition of the 
classical variety and the hard-boiled variety in his up-to-date study, Murder Most 
Fair: The Appeal of Mystery Fiction is a convincing one. Cohen calls the detective 
fiction starting from Poe to the Golden Age as the classical variety; it "takes as its 
fictional world view the idea that most of society is law-abiding" (28)，and that, 
necessarily, the classical detective is a genius. The other is the hard-boiled variety; its 
conventions are "the hostility and corruption of the world and the outsider status of 
the detective who confronts and tries to right it" (33). Yet the classification becomes 
less convincing when one considers the post-modem metaphysical detective stories, 
such as those by Jorge Luis Borges. They do not obviously fall into either category.， 
4 In his Course in General Linguisticsn915^ Saussure proposed langue and 
parole: langue is the implicit system of language which is realized through parole, 
explicit speech produced by speakers. Signs, like parole, achieve their identities ， 
through relational difference with other signs; and we can understand the significance 
of different combinations of signs by referring them to the underlying system (of 
rules governing those signs) i.e. langue. 
5 Phenomenological criticism is applied "specifically to the theory and 
practice of the Geneva School of critics", whose approach is a subjective one, as 
opposed to the objective approach of formalism. It flourished in the 40s and 50s. 
Their critics "regard each work of literature as a fictional world that is created out of 
the Lebenswelt of its author and embodies the author's unique mode of 
consciousness (Abrams 221). 
6 Zima, for instance, suggests that both Russian Formalism and Czech 
Structuralism are influenced by the Kantian postulate "that art addresses the mind 
and the senses without conceptualization" (25). In effect most reader-response 
approaches would acknowledge that texts do have some structure; and structuralism 
itself is a continuation of Russian formalism. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
The Figure in the Carpet: 
Agatha Christie's The Murder of Roger Ackrovd 
"The truth, however ugly in itself, is always curious and beautiful to the seeker after 
it" (124). 
Agatha Christie The Murder of Roger AckrnyH 
It is commonly felt that Agatha Christie's works are all similar in one way or 
another, yet no one can deny the immense attraction to continue reading her works 
one after one once you fall in love with reading a first novel of hers. How can one 
account for the appeal of her detective thrillers for the general readers? The famous 
structuralist Tzvetan Todorov uses Henry James's term, the “figure in the carpet" to 
depict the common basic pattern that underlies a specific writer's work. This term is 
especially becoming for her detective thrillers, most of which enjoy lasting success 
despite a feeling of repetition of some structural and thematic components. What 
exactly does Christie's figure in the carpet look like? In this chapter, we will acquire 
a sense of the rough parallels between The Murder of Roger Ackrovd (1926) and the 
prototypical detective thrillers, and how Christie has broadened the conventions and 
added twists that render her detective thrillers an appealing and enduring one. 
A discussion of the genre of detective thriller which does not include Agatha 
Christie (1890-1976) would be like a puzzle missing a crucial piece. Indeed it is 
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impossible not to mention Christie, one of the most important and prolific writers of 
detective fiction and who has been publicly acknowledged as the Queen of Crime. 
During her sixty years of writing career she has written more than eighty books that 
are either detective novels, or collections of mystery short stories; she also wrote 
poetry, romances, plays, and non-fictional work. Her works have been translated into 
forty-four languages, are believed to outsell the Bible and Shakespeare, and often 
adapted to films. 
Agatha Mary Clarissa Miller was bom to a well-to-do family in 1890，in 
Torquay, a town along the south coast of Devonshire, England. She enjoyed a happy 
childhood with lots of chances to develop her imagination. On Christmas Eve 1914, 
she married Captain Archibald Christie, who went off to World War I two days later. 
For the next two years Agatha Christie served as a volunteer nurse and then a 
dispenser of drugs in a local hospital. The knowledge of medicines and poisons 
which she obtained from such vocations was an important source of information for 
her writings, some of which requires knowledge in medical toxicology. Archibald's 
infidelity finally led to their divorce in 1928, and Agatha was married again to Max 
Mallowan, an archaeologist she had met in Egypt in 1930. They went on expeditions 
to the Middle East together, and the settings of some of Christie's best works, 
including Murder in Mesopotamia (1936) and Death on the Nile 0 9371 were based 
on those trips. Her works continued to win wide acclaim, and on top of these 
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accomplishments she became a Commander of the British Empire in 1956，and a 
Dame of the British Empire in 1971. 
Agatha Christie was a prolific writer, and two famous detectives created by 
her are Miss Jane Marple, the spinster sleuth who is old-fashioned yet sharp-minded, 
and Hercule Poirot, the little Belgian detective, who is proud of his "little grey cells" 
and big, comic moustaches. Similar to Dupin and Holmes, their characterization 
seldom goes far beyond their appearances. Yet they remain memorable because of 
their extraordinarily clever solutions to the cases they come across. 
More than thirty novels of Agatha Christie were published in the post-World 
War One period. Her most famous works include Murder on the Orient Express 
(1934), The ABC Murders (1936)，And Then There were None (1940)，and Five 
Little Pigs (1943). In fact, each of the works in her oeuvre allows a chance for 
Christie to add new twists to her plots. As the title Murder on the Orient Express 
suggests, Christie's choice of theme for the novel is suited to contemporary tastes. 
Current events of the time such as the luxury and exotic flavour of the Orient Express, 
and the 1929 incident in which the train was marooned in a snowdrift for six days are 
used as the raw material for the plot. The ABC Murders tells of a murderer who 
challenges Poirot by killing off people with names in alphabetical order and placing 
an ABC railroad guide next to the corpses. And Then There were None is an 
ingenious and original murder “jigsaw" inspired by a nursery rhyme, "Ten Little 
Niggers." Ten strangers are trapped on an island on their own and mysteriously 
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killed off one by one; the murders follow the pattern of the rhyme, and the unknown 
murderer can only be anyone in the ten. Five Little Pigs is an unusual variation 
within her oeuvre because it is the first of Christie's work which deals with a murder 
that has occurred long before the time with which the narration begins. Poirot 
reconstructs the crime from listening to different rendering of the same story by the 
suspects, the "the five little pigs"-since what remains there is only the psychology of 
the suspects with a lapse of sixteen years. It has also won wide acclaim as a 
masterpiece for its depth of characterization, which is an exception to her usual style. 
In addition, Agatha Christie would add new ideas and excitement to each new story 
by utilizing insignificant or commonplace themes and objects. The above mentioned 
novels are only a partial expression of her genius and diversity. 
In line with this diversity of Christie's themes and plotting devices, it would 
probably be an injustice to formulate generalizations about the form and content of 
all her works. To make it worse, doing so may suggest to some that her works are all 
written with a single formula. Each detective thriller is an idiosyncratic and artistic 
creation; no two detective thrillers will be entirely the same, even if they are written 
by the same author. Focusing my analysis on The Murder of Roger Ackrovd in this 
chapter would allow me to set out for a manageable goal: to make one see how 
different Christie's detective thriller is different from Poe's and Doyle's detective 
thrillers. 
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The Murder of Roger Ackrovd is an early work featuring the detective hero 
Hercule Poirot. It is the first work marking the beginning of Christie's fifty-year 
relationship with the publisher Collins, and also two years before 1928, the year in 
which she divorced Archie and began her prolific period. As the editor puts it in the 
introduction to Agatha Christie's work in Popular Fiction: An Anthology, the novel 
is "a controversial story that helped establish Christie's international reputation as a 
first-class writer of mystery fiction [. . .][Its] undeniably inventive resolution would 
soon become a trademark of the typical Christie mystery." (Hoppenstand 477) In 
many ways the novel falls in line with the conventions of the detective thriller set up 
by Poe and especially Doyle, yet it has considerably expanded their traditions; these 
extended conventions, intertwined with innovative twists render Roger Ackrovd as 
an idiosyncratic detective thriller that no other work entirely resembles. 
The novel starts with the death of Mrs. Ferrars, whom the narrator, Dr. 
Sheppard diagnoses to be caused by an overdose of a poison, veronal. The doctor's 
sister, Caroline, a comic busybody, insists that Mrs. Ferrars has committed suicide 
out of remorse for poisoning her husband. The alleged fiancee of Mrs. Ferrars is a 
very rich man called Roger Ackroyd, and later he confides in Dr. Sheppard that Mrs. 
Ferrars has indeed poisoned her husband and was being blackmailed before she 
killed herself. After Dr. Sheppard has gone home he receives a call from the butler 
saying that Roger has been murdered. Dr. Sheppard rushes to his mansion, the Femly 
Gates，and finds Roger's dead body. Yet strange enough, the butler denies that he has 
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phoned Dr. Sheppard. The next morning, Roger's niece, Flora, seeks Poirot for help, 
since her fiance, Roger's stepson, is highly suspected to have committed the crime. 
In the process of the investigation Poirot asks Dr. Sheppard to take the place of 
Captain Hastings (that is, Poirot's narrator-friend in previous novels) in recording the 
case. It soon turns out that almost everybody involved in the affair has a personal 
motive for murdering Roger, even the butler. At the end Poirot calls for a meeting of 
all the "suspects", and warns the murderer, one among all of them, that the truth will 
go to the police the next morning. After the meeting Poirot asks Dr. Sheppard to stay 
behind, and explains to him how he arrives at his conclusion. Poirot emphasizes that 
the perpetrator must choose to go to the police before the next morning, or else there 
is only one other, inevitable end. In the last chapter, the narrator, Dr. Sheppard, 
confesses that he has been blackmailing Mrs. Ferrars and, to conceal this secret, he 
murdered Roger Ackroyd. He ends the whole manuscript of narration with his 
decision to end his life by taking veronal himself. 
Three aspects about Roger Ackrovd will be discussed in total. The first aspect 
is the construction of a conservative worldview achieved by a number of structuralist 
conventions. The second one is the formalist effect the work provokes on the readers 
by its idiosyncratic literariness, and the last aspect is the work's game-structure, the 
core of which is an intellectual puzzle. This three-folded discussion is purposed to 
give readers a clearer picture as to the reason why Christie's work has a long-lasting 
appeal to readers. 
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II 
Historically speaking, Christie is "associated in readers' minds with the 
Golden Age of crime and mystery writing, the period between the two World Wars 
when puzzle-centered detective fiction was built upon a conservative worldview." 
(Winks 69) In fact the worldview that Christie's work put forward is not only an 
exemplification of the Golden Age detective fiction, but also one not unlike the one 
described in Conan Doyle's work composed in the nineteenth-century: morality is to 
be preserved; order can always be maintained by means of exercising the intellect; 
the murderer/criminal, no matter how clever he is, must be and will be punished. It 
appears that Christie is following the same convention of a logical and just world 
evolved from the time of Conan Doyle. As Grossvogel asserts, Christie's works 
create an illusion of order, in which the unknown can always be contained within the 
narrative form. "Law, order, and property are secure, and, in a universe that is 
forever threatening to escape from our rational grasp, a single little man with a 
maniacal penchant for neatness leaves us the gift of a tidy world, a closed book in 
which all questions have been answered" (52). 
The physical realization of this logical, just world begins with a simple, 
serene world in Roger Ackrovd, provincial and far away from big cities, where the 
main activity is “gossip，’. This echoes with the conventional description of country 
houses and an enclosed world prevalent in the writings of the Victorian and pre-war 
period some ten years before the writing of the novel. 
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Our village, King's Abbot, is, I imagine, very much like any other 
village. Our big town is Cranchester, nine miles away. We have a 
large railway station, a small post office, and two rival 'General 
Stores'. Able-bodied men are apt to leave the place early in life, but 
we are rich in unmarried ladies and retired military officers. Our 
hobbies and recreations can be summed up in the one word, "gossip". 
(Christie 12) 
More importantly, by reading this passage in Roger Ackrovd one might recall the 
"pleasant externals" evoked by the light-hearted settings in Conan Doyle's "Red-
headed League". In this respect of setting, Christie has roughly followed the 
convention set up by the nineteenth-century detective thrillers. 
Concerning the specific physical externals of the scene of the crime, Christie 
has set the fashion for her counterparts in the same period of hers, that is, the Golden 
Age of detective fiction. For instance, the English country house, a common feature 
in Christie's novels, which had not yet taken shape in the two nineteenth-century 
prototypes, was pioneered by Christie and became one important convention of the 
Golden Age Detective thriller. It might appear odd, though, that the English country 
house should not appear in the nineteenth-century detective thrillers, since it has 
always been a major setting of many Victorian novels. One possible reason is that the 
length of Poe's and Doyle's stories does not allow much elaboration on such details 
of the settings. For Christie's novels, an average length of two-hundred pages would 
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allow her much more liberty to provide a complicated setting of the English mansion 
house with elaborate descriptions of the location of rooms，furniture and streets. An 
interesting twist by which Christie further adds amusement to reading Roger 
Ackroyd is the insertion of drawings and floor plans of the country house into the 
novel. This complication in setting is a very important convention for detective 
thrillers, as they provide many possibilities for the writer to create hidden evidence, 
and also add the entertainment for readers in playing the puzzle. Despite the absence 
of the English country house in the nineteenth-century detective thrillers, there is, in 
fact, a precursor of elaborate settings. In “Rue Morgue，’，for instance, the windows in 
the locked room of murder being obstructed by the bedstead, the drawers of the 
bureau, even the lightning-rod outside the building are clues to help Dupin to retrace 
the criminal's path. Similarly, in Roger Ackrovd. the fact that the chair in Roger's 
room has been drawn out a little bit more leads to Poirot's crucial deduction that 
Sheppard has hidden the dictaphone behind the chair. Other important clues are 
about the separation of rooms, the fireplace, windows, and so forth. These physical 
details，together with the setting, constitute an indispensable part of the conservative 
world of Roger Ackrovd. 
As analyzed in the Introduction, "Rue Morgue" has set up three prototypical 
conventions: the crime (locked-room murder), the detective (the formulaic caricature 
of eccentricity), and the method of detection (cold-blooded and logical deduction). 
These major structural components of the detective thriller inaugurated by Poe in 
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“Rue Morgue" are present but further developed in Christie's Roger Ackrovd. These 
extended conventions contribute to shaping the conservative world readers encounter 
when reading the novel. Therefore I now endeavour to offer an analysis roughly 
based on these three prototypical conventions, but with a larger scope attributed to 
these three aspects. The first aspect of crime would be extended to include the 
suspects that are believed to be the perpetrators of the crime. The second aspect is 
stretched to include the characterization of the narrator. The third aspect, the method 
of detection, stays mainly at the level of logical deduction, but an extension of this 
intellectualism in solving a crime puzzle would be discussed in session III of this 
chapter. It is also important to draw out the conventions set up by Conan Doyle's 
"Red-headed League" in discussing Christie's structural features. In fact, it is 
commonly acknowledged that Conan Doyle, instead of Poe, is one of Christie's 
predecessors. Ulrich Suerbaum even regards an Agatha Christie novel as basically a 
"Sherlock Holmes story on a larger scale," with the same clearly marked structural 
components: starting with a narrative bringing about the case, then the investigation, 
and lastly the solution explained by the detective (411). 
First of all, in Roger Ackrovd. the crime committed is, as in "Rue Morgue", 
almost a locked-room murder; although one window is later found to be open, how 
the intruder enters and exits the scene is still, mysteriously, hard to explain. 
Furthermore, there are a large number of possible suspects in both "Rue Morgue" 
and Roger Ackrovd—but Christie expands the information about each suspect, his/her 
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alibi, and their social connections in much more detail, and in doing so complicates 
the plot and develops the story into novel length. It is important for us to realize the 
significance of the social collection that Christie's suspects represent: they soon 
become the stock characters of Golden Age detective thrillers: the suspected 
murderers may be the members of the same family, or their servants, or their social 
ties; all of them do not have perfect alibis. They all have some personal secret which 
at once seems to be their compelling motive for murder, but piecing the secrets 
together one would clear the ground for explaining the murder case. 
Second, Hercule Poirot, the detective hero in Christie's novel, also 
approaches the solution by means of a purely analytical method like Auguste Dupin 
and Sherlock Holmes do. Moreover, Poirot's eccentricity is strikingly felt through 
the depiction of his remarkably funny appearance and manners. This eccentricity 
reminds us of the famous detective heroes created by Poe and Doyle: the night-lover 
Dupin, and the double-character Holmes. It is a pity that the characterization of 
Poirot does not go much further than his unforgettable look. But like his predecessors, 
Poirot’s eccentricity does not imply that he is not a serious detective. The genteel 
detective Holmes becomes stem and severe even to the bank director Merryweather, 
when the baffling identity of the criminal is going to be revealed. 
"I must really ask you to be a little more quiet," said Holmes severely. 
You have already imperiled the whole success of our expedition. 
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Might I beg that you would have the goodness to sit down upon one 
of those boxes, and not to interfere?" (Doyle 68) 
Just like Sherlock Holmes, at the critical moment of the board meeting Poirot shows 
another side of his character. 
[S]aid Poirot rapidly. “[. . .] I mean to arrive at the truth. The truth, 
however ugly in itself，is always curious and beautiful to the seeker 
after it. I am much aged, my powers may not be what they were... But 
Hercule Poirot does not end with a failure. Messieurs et Mesdames, I 
tell you, I mean to know. And I shall know - in spite of you all." 
(Christie 124) 
This dramatic declaration in front of all the suspects shows Poirot's determination to 
find out the truth—to know by using his intellect. However minimal is his 
characterization, this earnestness to solve the crime puzzle is a pre-requisite of all 
detective heroes. All the more, Poirot's characteristic charm invites us, as readers, to 
play the puzzle together, to use our intellect, and to seek after the curious truth 
behind the deceptive facade. 
In order not to violate the logic of this rational and moral world, the arch-
criminal has to be duly punished in Roger Ackrovd. Even Dr. Sheppard, a doctor 
clever as such, cannot elude the gaze of Poirot the detective; he finally has to take 
suicide as the final resort to save his face. Though not punished by the law he has to 
pay a more terrible price—his own life. The most surprising point about the novel is 
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that the Dr. Watson figure, Dr. Sheppard, is in fact the murderer. On the one hand 
Sheppard helps Poirot to record the case, but on the other he hides from the readers 
some of the possible clues which might expose his culpability. This arguably violates 
one of the fair-play rules of writing detective fiction, namely, the moral reliability of 
the narrator (who is often allowed to be less reliable in his/her intelligence). Indeed 
the debate was all the more heated because Agatha Christie herself was once the 
president of the Detection Club, whose members, mostly writers of detective stories, 
swore to play fair with readers. One of the Ten Commandments for detective fiction 
presented by Ronald Knox in 1929 declares that "The [. . .] friend of the detective, 
the Watson, must not conceal from the reader any thoughts which pass through his 
mind" (Ousby 67). With The Murder of Roger Ackrovd. Agatha Christie breaks this 
important convention of detective thrillers: Dr. Sheppard has concealed his 
psychological situation yet at the same time reports the truth physically. For instance, 
when Roger refuses to read Mrs. Ferrars's letter with the name of the blackmailer, 
Sheppard describes that “[b]ut for some reason, obscure to [him]self, [he] continue[s] 
to urge him" (Christie 40). For who can imagine that Sheppard the narrator is the 
murderer himself, and the obscure reason is the reality of the revelation, i.e. the 
blackmailer's name is "Sheppard"? And while Dr. Sheppard succeeds in hiding what 
he had done and all the clues that point to himself, he has never lied—in terms of the 
actual events happened-he has just left out information! 
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And there are critics who reject the novel for this reason: they regard 
Christie's transgression as essentially cheating (Hoppenstand 477). However, as 
Ricoeur comments in A Ricoeur Reader，there is a "tacit pact between the author and 
the reader", which allows the author to make the narrator reliable/unreliable. Ricoeur 
even thinks that an unreliable narrator has even more advantages than a reliable one 
(394). Similarly, in reading Christie's novel the game also involves a pact between 
the author and the reader; whether the reader is conscious of the fact that the narrator 
is unreliable, it is still a fair game. 
Thirdly, in Roger Ackrovd. the crime is bloodless in the sense that none of 
the bloody scenes of crime, nor the corpse, are described vividly in the narrative. 
Instead，they are just mentioned fleetingly. The detective, detached from any 
emotional involvement, solves the crime by his brilliant intellectual power. 
All these elements mentioned above are a means by which Christie creates a 
conservative world, which counters the social reality of her day; at that time, society 
was devastated and chaotic, and moral values were being challenged' in that very 
period after World War I (which ended in 1919) when Roger Ackrovd was written. 
The conservative and serene world depicted in Roger Ackroyd is immensely 
different from the social and historical reality in the post-war period then. Using 
Hans Robert Jauss's theory of interpretive communities, I propose that the group of 
readers of the post-war period possess a kind of collective expectation that Roger 
Ackroyd would serve to provide a kind of relief to their helplessness and confusion 
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amidst the social instabilities. And the detective thriller does serve a function of 
moral purging: World War I is so devastating that people can no longer believe in 
justice; anything can happen, no matter what a good citizen he/she is (and, to be 
frank, can he/she be entirely free of guilt of any kind?). The detective thriller, as it 
proposes the stable and logical worldview，gives a sense of security for the people in 
turmoil. As in The Murder of Roger Ackrovd. no one is entirely innocent but tainted 
by some secret crime; but the one who commits the most serious crimes, the murder, 
will always be punished, not by law but suicide in Dr. Sheppard's case. Moreover, 
when they see the "arch-criminal" Sheppard in the novel punished at the end, their 
own resentment towards the "arch-criminal" in the war, and their ineffable sorrow 
caused by war sufferings would be purged. 
In another dimension, we, as readers nowadays, also carry our own 
expectations; the theory of interpretive communities can also apply to contemporary 
readers. Although it could be a generalization to make, I still wish to point out that 
the society we are living in is only superficially more stable than the years just after 
the world wars. The inner need of justice, the instinct to punish the arch-criminal 
who endangers our well-being is still there. I believe that one of the many other 
reasons that Christie's works are still popular today is that people can never free 
themselves from "sin" entirely; they long to inhabit a fictional world where crimes, 
the materialization of sin, can be purged completely by punishing the perpetrator. In 
Ernst Bloch is "A Philosophical View of Detective Novel", Bloch proposes that the 
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fallen nature of human beings cause their desire to punish the wrong-doers. There is 
a darkness that precedes our consciousness, and we desperately want to disentangle 
ourselves from it (255-256). Our despair might be purged by seeing the arch-criminal 
punished, who is supposed to be reflecting a person rather than ourselves. I would 
add that, however, the arch-criminal can also represent the evil elements in our own 
nature. For who can be entirely innocent, to the deepest recesses of one's heart? In 
this sense there is a certain masochistic touch to this un-narrated element. 
Robert Barnard's "Counsel for the Defense" provides a brilliant critique of 
Christie's works in general. He points out that it is exactly Christie's "shallow" 
characterization and simple descriptions that explain her popularity: on one hand 
complex setting and characterization would interfere with the readers in playing the 
intellectual game, the whole point of Christie's works; on the other she creates a kind 
of universality so that every reader from every locale can "superimpose his own 
community, the human types that he himself is familiar with，，(Bloom 92). I agree 
with these contentions on the whole, but I disagree to his assertion that Christie's 
work embodies personal myths. As discussed before, I propose that there is a 
collective expectation from the readers, and I maintain that Christie has taken her 
readers' expectations into consideration. In proposing a conservative worldview 




Edgar Allan Poe has insisted in "Philosophy of Composition" that a work has 
to be short enough to be finished in a very short time-one sitting; otherwise the effect 
will be undermined. No matter how fast one reads, one cannot finish Roger Ackrovd 
as quickly as "The Raven" or "Rue Morgue", so it may raise possible objections in 
using Poe's theory of effect on Roger Ackrovd, or any other novel-length works if 
one insists on all of Poe's own assertions. I strongly believe that there is still an 
element of effect taken into consideration by Christie when she writes the work, be it 
in Poe's sense of the word or not. Indeed it is incontrovertible that for any writer to 
be well received by the readers he/she has to consider the effect his/her work creates 
on the reader. Therefore, it is still logically sound to discuss the importance of effect 
in Chapter One and Chapter Two, even when we are dealing with novels of several 
hundred pages. Effect as defined by Poe only acts as a starting point but not a set 
criterion to confine our discussion of effect. Once again I will base my discussion 
upon comparisons between the two prototypes and Roger Ackrovd. 
Upon a first examination ofPoe's and Christie's detective thrillers in question, 
the first thing one might be aware is that unlike "Rue Morgue", the prevalent sense 
of grotesque is obviously absent in Christie's Roger Ackrovd. The effect created by 
Poe's story and Christie's novel is quite different in this sense: Roger Ackrovd, 
despite its nature as a murder investigation, remains as light-hearted as Doyle's story 
most of the time. 
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In Doyle's "Red-Headed League", the ridiculous red-herring of recruiting 
red-haired men allows Doyle a chance to put on a light comedy. 
"It would be injustice to hesitate," said he. "You will, however, I am 
sure, excuse me for taking an obvious precaution." With that he seized 
my hair in both his hands and tugged until I yelled with pain. "There 
is water in your eyes, [. . .] I perceive that all is as it should be. But we 
have to be careful, for we have twice been deceived by wigs and once 
by paint." (Doyle 56) 
Although there is no chance for such a red-herring in Christie's Roger Ackrovd, 
occasional, unexpected humour is also characteristic of the novel, and without doubt 
it accounts for one of the charms of the novel. One cannot help smiling to oneself at 
the comic scene in which Mr. "Porrott" (Poirot), the man who grows vegetable 
marrows, is introduced to Dr. Sheppard，when he is trying to escape from the gossip 
of his sister. 
"I believe," said Caroline, "that he's got one of those new vacuum 
cleaners-" 
I saw a meditated loan and the opportunity of further questioning 
gleaming from her eye. I saw the chance to escape into the garden. I 
am rather fond of gardening. I was busily exterminating dandelion 
roots when a shout of warning sounded from close by and a heavy 
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body whizzed by my ears and fell at my feet with a repellent squelch. 
It was a vegetable marrow! 
I looked up angrily. Over the wall, to my left, there appeared a 
face. An egg-shaped head, partially covered with suspiciously black 
hair, immense moustaches, and a pair of watchful eyes [. . •] He broke 
at once into fluent apologies. (Christie 21) 
This kind of humour mingled in the intellectual puzzle has not interfered in the 
lucidity of the narrative, but counteracts the strain of intellect in playing such a 
puzzle, and the two together heightened the entertainment of the detective thriller to 
the reader. 
Furthermore, Christie's use of sharp, realistic dialogues has set a very 
important model for later writers: 
“But depend upon it, that was what he was trying to get at-M. Poirot， 
I mean. There's something fishy about that woman, and he knows it." 
"Precisely the remark Mrs. Ackroyd made to me yesterday," I said. 
"That there was something fishy about Miss Russell." 
"Ah!" said Caroline darkly, "Mrs. Ackroyd! There's another!" 
"Another what?" (Christie 116) 
In fact one can almost take any passage of dialogues out of the novel to demonstrate 
the liveliness of the conversations. The dialogues are fast-paced, colloquial as to use 
words like "fishy", and natural in their flow. One reason for why they appear more 
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realistic than those in Poe's and Doyle's works is, of course, that Christie wrote in 
the twentieth century, while the latter two were writers in the nineteenth century; The 
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes was first published in 1892, thirty-eight years before 
Christie's The Murder of Roger Ackrovd, for instance. But undeniably we still feel 
how powerful Christie's dialogues are until the present day-with a lapse of more 
than seventy years. Christie is successful in intensifying Poe's and Doyle's power in 
bringing the dialogues to life; her dialogues set an example for other writers of 
detective thrillers, although no other writers could really rival her in creating such 
natural, uncontrived dialogues. 
However, it is also exactly the language used in these dialogues, making up a 
large part of the narrative, which becomes a point of critics' attack-for its "over-
simplicity". Christie's trade-off for such a natural dialogue entails a simple language, 
and even other parts of the narrative are written in a similarly plain style. Whether 
she uses such style deliberately or not, let us not consider Christie's language ability, 
since it would be hard to evaluate objectively whether she is deliberately choosing a 
particular level of sophistication in her language. At any rate this simple style 
unluckily falls into the trap of critics who grab every possible piece of evidence to 
prove that detective thriller is "low literature", because "high literature" simply does 
not use such simple language! For instance, it just takes ten seconds to understand 
the surrounding described in the following passage in Roger Ackrovd: 
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[ . . • ] He led me down a path to the left enclosed in yew hedges. A 
walk led down the middle, bordered each side with formal flower 
beds, and at the end was round paved recess with a seat and a pond of 
goldfish. (Christie 87) 
This rendering of the physical environment is straight-forward, and we can easily 
visualize the scene without much difficulty. In George Eliot's Middlemarch. 
however, it may take ten times more of the same reader's time and effort to 
understand the following passage about the landscape (and in fact the second 
sentence goes on for six more lines to be complete): 
The ride to Stone Court, which Fred and Rosamond took the next 
morning, lay through a pretty bit of midland landscape, almost all 
meadows and pastures, with hedgerows still allowed to grow in bushy 
beauty and to spread out coral fruit for the birds. Little details gave 
each field a particular physiognomy, dear to the eyes that have looked 
on them from childhood: the pool in the comer where the grasses 
were dank and trees leaned whisperingly; the great oak shadowing a 
bare place in mid-pasture; the high bank where the ash-trees grew [ . . . ] 
(Eliot 67) 
A simpler language naturally allows more readers to approach the work, capture 
important details in one glance; it would not impede their motivation and 
understanding as opposed to encountering such sophisticated yet complex language 
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in reading a work like Middlemarch. But of course the elegance of form in 
Middlemarch is not something to be undervalued; its language, to a certain extent, 
captures part of the peculiar cultural charisma of the Victorian period. 
However, shall we conclude and be satisfied that Middlemarch is more 
"literary" than Roger Ackrovd? If we evaluated a novel's “literariness，，only in terms 
of its style of writing, then Christie's simple, almost transparent language would put 
Roger Ackrovd at a big disadvantage. Yet if we also take the plot into account, i.e. 
how Christie presents the story of the crime, we could see a peculiar "literariness" 
which distinguishes her writing from ordinary discourse. In Roger Ackrovd. she 
displays a remarkable strength in suppressing clues partially to delay our detection. 
The clues are revealed, but they often lead to wrong directions. On first reading, 
readers, just like the narrator, are never able to catch up with Poirot and understand 
his obscure logic. Although every vital clue is there, they are disguised by the 
narrator's inattentiveness, or inability to observe what Poirot observes. Even if Poirot 
tells him what he sees the narrator is still unable to infer what Poirot infers. The case 
is now even more nerve-racking because the narrator is not only unable to know 
what Poirot knows, but is also trying to hide his own fault desperately! At the 
beginning Sheppard is the one who knows best, for he is the murderer, and Poirot has 
to start from scratch. But as time goes on Poirot comes to know more and more by 
his "little grey cells"; he even discovers facts that Sheppard is not aware of, and goes 
beyond Sheppard. Such an intelligent criminal/narrator as Sheppard is still less 
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competent than Poirot. How much more difficult it would be for readers who know 
much less than Sheppard to figure out the truth under this double cover-up! 
All in all, it can be concluded that Christie's light, humorous writing, her 
realistic dialogues, and ingenious plotting have engendered a kind of literariness 
(which is never meant to exclude simplicity) which create an effect of amusement 
and relaxation in the readers. 
I would also like to relate the effects that Christie creates in Roger AckroyH 
with narration, as discussed earlier in the chapter. In the detective thriller readers 
usually look for a reliable narrator, like the Dr. Watson in the Sherlock Holmes 
stories. Even if the narrator is an unreliable one, as what often happens in other 
fictions, we can easily detect that. That is to say, we can easily feel whether the 
narrator is being faithful or unbiased in reporting. However, Dr. Sheppard appears in 
everyway a morally and intellectually reliable narrator. Therefore the ending which 
reveals Sheppard as the murderer creates a powerful effect of surprise by 
defamiliarizing our normal perception towards a narrator in reading the detective 
thrillers. As said earlier, this is a "notorious" violation of the fair-play rules by 
Christie; yet it is decidedly judicious to say that the subversion of this convention 
does not disqualify the novel as a detective thriller! 
Another very interesting effect caused by this defamiliarization is that the 
crime puzzle will fit differently at the second and subsequent readings. After the first 
reading one realizes that the narrator-murderer has something to hide, and so looks 
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for such gaps of information which can prove him guilty. The more readings one has 
of the novel, the more flaws in Dr. Sheppard he/she could find, which leads to 
renewed excitement. In other words, every time the reader reads the novel, he/she is 
defamiliarized from the previous reading. For instance, the same paragraph would 
have an entirely different bearing in the second reading after we realize that in the 
omitted ten minutes the murder has taken place: 
The letters were brought in at twenty minutes to nine. It was just on 
ten minutes to nine when I left him, the letter still unread. I hesitated 
with my hand on the door handle, looking back and wondering if there 
was anything I had left undone. (Christie 41) 
In the first reading, readers would take it for granted that from twenty minutes to 
nine to ten minutes to nine Sheppard is talking with Roger for the whole ten minutes. 
However, it is not until we know that Sheppard is the murderer at the end that we 
would imagine how Sheppard is able to talk to Roger, murder him, and turn on the 
Dictaphone in that ten minutes. This we would not do until the second reading. From 
these we can see how Christie's ingenuity in plotting that pivots on the narrator can 
render a "literariness" of a wholly different nature-and the work is definitely worth 
rereading. More importantly, this kind of "literariness" has opened a new path for the 
detective thriller. It is as "literary" as other kinds of fiction: even though its language 
may not be complicated, it can be sophisticated in other respects. 
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III 
Christie's intellectual puzzle is much more elaborate and complex than those 
of Poe and Doyle. In following Sherlock Holmes's adventures, readers always have 
to "suffer" from the great leaps of inference which the detective makes if they want 
to compete with Holmes, a real genius and almost a "prophet", to solve the case. And, 
in a way, Dupin's solution to "The Murders in the Rue Morgues’’—that the murderer 
is a beast - is hardly convincing in the present world. On the other hand, in joining 
Poirot's investigations, readers are situated on better grounds: they are allowed to 
come across many different clues which point to the conclusion. Logically it takes 
more complex reasoning both for the writer to lay the clues and for the reader to 
piece together the clues for Christie's work, compared to Doyle's work (I am not 
degrading Doyle of his other merits, though). The complex puzzle definitely evokes 
readers' interest to take the challenge. While the number of clues has increased 
significantly, guessing who the criminal remains an extremely challenging task, 
because these clues are often misdirecting, and sometimes there are indeed too many 
clues. Hence the revelation at the end is often surprising, as the puzzle is so difficult 
to assemble that perhaps Poirot himself is the only person who can do it. Readers, 
although often not able to uncover the solution before he/she reaches the ending, will 
be gratified by knowing the steps which one should take to get at the solution, and 
what essential steps he/she has missed, and the amazement of the detective hero's 
(and the author's) ingenuity. 
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In this intellectual puzzle of crime, there is an emphasis on the intellect on 
both the part of writer and reader. The writer has to create ingenious pieces of clues 
that fit together into a coherent "puzzle"; the reader, on the other hand, is busy with 
figuring out who the murderer is by putting together small clues on the way. This 
intellectual exercise renders both writing and reading detective thrillers an extremely 
enjoyable activity and probably this is one of the reasons why the detective thriller 
continues to thrive. 
As Gadamer maintains in his Truth and Method, all literature has the quality 
of play. I shall demonstrate by a close reading of a passage that the pattern of play is 
particularly conspicuous in Roger Ackrovd. Considering the fact that what Gadamer 
asserts is true, i.e. Gadamer's theory of play exists in all kinds of literature deserving 
the name of "aesthetic object", and that there does exist such a game-structure in the 
detective thriller, what, then, can we infer? It is, in fact, one important piece of 
evidence contributing to my assertion that there is no intrinsic difference between the 
detective thriller, so-called "low-literature", and other so-called "high-literature". 
Play is present in all kinds of literature, and the game-structure is much more 
discemable in the detective thrillers, and maybe even more in Roger Ackroyd than in 
the two prototypical detective thrillers. 
I have previously pointed out that Christie's work is an intellectual puzzle for 
readers. I propose that from a hermeneutic point of view, reading The Murder of 
Roger Ackrovd can be further defined as a game in which both the writer and the 
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reader takes part. First of all I want to differentiate between "puzzle" and "game" as 
they pertain to our discussion: according to the OED, "puzzle" is "problem or toy 
designed to test a person's knowledge, skill, patience or temper"; "game" is "form of 
play，especially with rules". Both of these definitions can be applied to the detective 
thriller; but the term "puzzle" is not sufficient to display the "serious" qualities of the 
genre: it can be a toy, at best a code problem that takes one's efforts to decipher. 
However, the definition of "game" shows that the genre of detective thriller is more 
than that. As Gadamer suggests, any form of play is serious and an aesthetic object in 
itself. Besides, play necessarily requires rules. The implication is that detective 
thrillers, being games, are essentially a form of play and thus assume the above 
attributes. Therefore detective thrillers possess aesthetic values and are justified to 
have their own rules to play, i.e. conventions that pertain to the whole genre or rules 
that pertain to the individual detective thriller (which can be innovations in the genre). 
What follows is an analysis based on some excerpts from Roger Ackrovd. 
and it will demonstrate the game-structure which resembles Gadamer's concept of 
play. When Poirot visits the scene of the crime, the narrative (Christie 73-75) offers a 
detailed description of what Poirot does and speaks to others. When we, as readers, 
read of Poirot coming back to the middle of the study where Roger was murdered, 
we might imagine standing in Roger Ackroyd's study as Poirot does. Our eyes travel 
around the room as Poirot does, but we cannot notice anything yet, not when we are 
actually reading the first few sentences. Then we read of Poirot asking Sheppard 
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whether he is an observant man. ("Are you a man of good observation, Doctor 
Sheppard?" he asked at last. "I think so," I said, surprised.) Why is Sheppard 
"surprised"? At first reading, we may think maybe it is because of the abruptness of 
Poirot's question after moments of silence. Or, are there other reasons as well? 
After "searching everything in the room with a quick, trained glance", Poirot 
asks Sheppard if he noticed how the fire was when he broke into the room to see 
Roger. Sheppard gives a "vexed laugh", and admits that he failed to observe whether 
the fire in the grate is low. We might be surprised by this ignorance, since Sheppard 
says that he is observant. Or, another possibility is we are not surprised—because we 
can think of the reason why Sheppard is unable to answer the question—a doctor 
attends to the details of the body, and how would he possibly have paid notice to 
such minor details as the fire at such a moment? But he is a trained doctor, and 
should therefore be very calm. As our conjectures continue when we read and pause 
between the lines, Poirot，s remark gives us a temporary answer: "To each man his 
own knowledge". When we read this remark we may be thinking: who should know 
the answer to the question about the fire, then? Parker the good butler! Some clever 
readers might win here，though I myself failed to realize this until Parker appears in 
the study and answer the question "without a pause": that the fire "had burnt very 
low". Here the clever reader mentioned before might feel as "triumphant" as Poirot 
himself. We now follow Parker's eyes sweeping around the room. To assist our 
imagination Christie has a drawing of the study for the readers. We are visualizing 
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the room, and accompanying with Parker's answer we look at the window. Parker 
makes an observation that before "the curtains were drawn, sir, and the electric light 
was on." Now our eyes settle on the grandfather chair, "to the left of the door 
between it and the window". ("A plan of the room with the chair in question marked 
with an X" has been appended.)We imagine the chair is in its normal place but 
Parker says that it has been drawn out a little bit more than pushed back. It is 
something that arouses our curiosity. We see Parker demonstrate how the chair has 
been drawn out two feet from the wall, and may be astonished by how Parker 
observes such details and remembers the original position of the chair. 
Poirot asks if Parker has pushed back the chair himself. Parker says he hasn't, 
and Poirot asks Sheppard casually about the same question. Sheppard shakes his 
head and suggests that it is not important at all. 
"Surely it isn't important?" 
"It is completely unimportant," said Poirot. "That is why it is so 
interesting," he added softly. (Christie 75) 
And at this moment, the question we might be asking ourselves is, does this minor 
detail have any importance? It seems to us there is something, but we cannot in the 
least figure out what it is. Sheppard's suggestion that it is not important, and anyone 
could have done that seems a natural one. Yet Poirot's response definitely shows that 
he does think it is important! Some of us may choose to side with Sheppard, but most 
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of us will agree with Poirot, because he is the all-knowing hero. We are curious to 
know, but we cannot know what Poirot has in mind. 
"Do you think Parker is speaking the truth?" [Dr. Sheppard] asked. 
"About the chair, yes. Otherwise I do not know. You will find, M. le 
docteur, if you have much to do with cases of this kind, that they all 
resemble each other in one thing." [Poirot replied.] 
"What is that?" I asked curiously. 
"Everyone concerned in them has something to hide." 
"Have I?" I asked, smiling. 
Poirot looked at me attentively. 
"I think you have," he said quietly. 
"But-" 
"Have you told me everything known to you about this young man 
Paton?" He smiled as I grew red. "Oh! Do not fear. I will not press 
you. I shall leam it in good time." 
“I wish you'd tell me something of your methods," I said hastily, to 
cover my confusion. (Christie 75) 
The detective goes on to explain that there is one resemblance in all murder cases. 
We might ask with Sheppard, "what could that be?"-and Poirot's answer is "that 
everyone has something to hide". This may not seem a very interesting exposition, 
but what follows is very interesting indeed: Sheppard asks in a joking manner 
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whether Poirot thinks he also has something to hide, and—surprise，surprise! Poirot 
thinks Sheppard does have something to hide. . . Sheppard tries to explain, but Poirot 
interestingly save the doctor's face amidst his confusion. 
From this small experiment we can understand how Christie must be 
carefully laying out her clues in writing the work; but without the readers to play the 
game, the novel is "dead" itself. And we as spectators are drawn into the dominion of 
the game; when we participate in it we forget our daily cares. According to Gadamer, 
during the play, it is not the writer or the reader in focus, but the mode of being of the 
work itself, which cannot exist without either the writer or the (imagined) reader. 
The mini-reading game presented by this analysis is only a part of the larger game; 
Christie has developed the whole book into a more complex, convoluted game. 
Suerbaum argues that "[sjeveral chapters are usually required to set out the solution 
alone, since it answers dozens of separate questions that were asked earlier. And as 
the great majority of the answers relate not just to a single question but to a sequence 
of earlier problems, almost the whole of the long part of the book covering the 
investigation of the crime consists of passages relevant to its solution. Objects or 
situations which will play some part in the final revelation are brought up in every 
sentence. There is no padding, nothing that does not have its function in the 
narrative" (419). From a more sophisticated point of view, Robert Bernard asserts 
that Christie's success lies in her "pattern of progressive mystification and 
progressive enlightenment": 
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In the sections leading up to the murder the reader's interest is held by 
the gradual revelation of vital elements in the murder-though the 
revelation is frequently misleading, as we have seen, and thus 
mystification and enlightenment go hand in hand. They do too in the 
succeeding sections, in that she reveals information that has the effect of 
still further complicating the initial problem. But all these apparent 
complications are to be used in the final section when they fall together 
to form a total elucidation of everything that has hitherto baffled us. 
(Bloom 90) 
From Suerbaum's and Bernard's remarks we can see that different readers will have 
different interpretations for the complex process of play in Christie's detective 
thrillers. Readers from different interpretative communities will engage in different 
hermeneutic play to the same structural conventions and formalist effects in Roger 
Ackrovd. 
* 
The above discussion leads us first to the structural conventions of the 
detective thriller that Roger Ackrovd has followed and expanded, then the formalist 
innovations and effects it has created, and lastly, the interplay between the text (by 
the author) and the reader. No matter which approach we take, we find that there are 
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new elements to The Murder of Roger Ackrovd not present or not yet developed in 
the two prototypical detective thrillers of Poe and Doyle. 
One possible advantage of a novel as opposed to Poe's and Doyle's short 
stories is that a novel can have much more elaborate patterns of play, not unlike a 
labyrinth. When the game only consists of few pages, like Poe's story "Rue Morgue", 
the game finishes so quickly that one may not readily notice the labyrinthine nature 
of the work. Christie, on the other hand, often composes the detective thriller in the 
length of a novel. That would allow her a much greater space for generating 
convolutions. Indeed her great skill in plotting and concealing clues is one of the 
most ingenious of the detective writers of all times: she "was a master at 
manipulating the rules of the game or conventions of the genre, generally laying 
clues before her readers' eyes while guiding their scrutiny to the wrong direction." 
(Winks 68) 
Agatha Christie has expanded the tradition yet opened a new paradigm of the 
detective thriller formula which later writers follow. On one hand she repeats the 
conventions, on the other she invent new ones. As the becoming simile by Suerbaum 
suggests, 
Agatha Christie's detective stories are variations on a theme: a basic 
structure is repeated over and over again in different forms. Readers who 
know the theme will expect it to recur and enjoy the pleasure of 
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recognition. They will, also, however, expect something new, a 
deviation form familiar elements and the satisfaction of surprise. (423) 
I strongly believe that a total conformity to the formula is not the best way to 
compose a formulaic literary work; nor is a complete defiance of formulaic 
conventions necessarily the best kind of innovation. Part of Christie's fame lies in, 
firstly, her skillful craft in synthesizing original and exciting detective thrillers from 
both conventions and innovations. Secondly, upon reading a number of her works 
one can feel, at least vaguely, that her works are all different, but in all of them there 
is something quite similar underneath. 
I suggest that each of her detective thrillers is an idiosyncratic combination of 
a number of conventions from a fixed set of structural codes and formalist effects, as 
well as a number of innovations (which can be different for each detective thriller, or 
overlap in some others). That could be one of the reasons why one often feels that 
there is a figure in Agatha Christie's carpet. Her works enjoy an enduring popularity 
and her name becomes a fascinating tag for young readers even to the present 
generation. Still, no one can replace the status of Edgar Allan Poe and Sherlock 
Holmes, because both Poe's and Doyle's detective thrillers have their own respective 
idiosyncrasy. 
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Notes 
1 After the devastation of World War I，people were disillusioned about the 
power of reason which had pervaded the Enlightenment. Progress in science and 
humanities does not guarantee the well-being of humanity, and society does not 
necessarily progress as people gain more knowledge. The future was uncertain. To 
make it worse a million and a half men were unemployed (Wood 49). "The desire to 
forget the past war and present troubles may have helped create [a] hectic social life" 
(Wood 50), and “[t]he 1920，s saw a big growth in cinema attendance and the 
building of huge and elaborate palaces to which people could go to forget their 
troubles, surrounded by luxury, and view films that almost certainly came from 
Hollywood" (Wood 53). In the sphere of arts, Modernist artists and writers reacted to 
this upheaval of values by leading new movements and experimenting with new 
concepts. In art Cubism and Dada took form; in literature James Joyce and Virginia 
Woolf developed the "stream of consciousness", a new technique of narration which 
"records" what is passing through in the writer's mind. The gloom and despair of the 
modem，chaotic city was starkly presented by T.S. Eliot's The Wasteland (1922)，an 
imagist poem. All this seems to contradict both the "worldview" that Christie's work 
put forward and her writing style. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
"Thrillers are like l i f emore like life than you are": 
Graham Greene's The Ministry of Fear 
Our interest's on the dangerous edge of things. 
The honest thief, the tender murderer, 
The superstitious atheist, demireps 
That love and save their souls in new French books -
We watch these in equilibrium keep 
The giddy line midway (85). 
Graham Greene A Sort of Life 
In his autobiography A Sort of Life (1971)，Graham Greene preferred those 
lines from Robert Browning's "Bishop Blougram's Apology" if he were to choose a 
single epigraph for all his novels (O'Prey 9). This epitaph is so revealing of Greene's 
preoccupations and subject matter that it is one the most frequent quotes in books 
about Greene and his work. Indeed, Greene was never at peace with himself nor the 
outside world; he always questioned and analysed the motives behind his or other 
people's behaviour, and was most interested in the "dangerous edge of things", which 
is on the brink of sudden change or the unknowable. 
Graham Greene (1904-1991) was bom on 2 October 1904 of a well-to-do 
family at Berkhamsted, Herts. Already a sensitive child during his schooldays, he 
often played truant and even tried to commit suicide due to the pressure of Greene's 
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inevitable "duplicity" at school: his father was the headmaster of Berkhamsted school, 
and Greene, being one of the boarders himself, was to learn to be a “double agent" if he 
did not want to betray his father nor his peers. One point worth noting is that there was 
a green baize door in his father's study, which directly connected their home to the 
school: for Greene, stepping through the door meant stepping from the innocence of 
childhood to the horrible experience of the boarding school and growing up. Therefore 
the green baize door is symbolically used in a number of his works, one of which is 
The Ministry of Fear (1943); it also became a point of entry for some critics' 
discussion on Greene's works. 
Greene suffered from a nervous breakdown in 1921, and underwent six months 
of treatment by a Jungian psychoanalyst, which involved mystical interpretation of his 
dreams. In many other novels like The Ministry of Fear, part of the narrative is made 
up of fragments of dreams, which might be inspired from such experience. When he 
gradually recovered, Greene went to Oxford to study History, and joined the 
Communist Party there. Shortly after his graduation he worked as a journalist and 
writer. It was at this time that he fell hopelessly in love with a devout Catholic called 
Vivienne. In order to marry her, he took instruction from a Roman Catholic priest so 
that he could be converted. Greene was baptized in 1926, and the couple married in 
1927. The religious knowledge and experience he gained through this period are 
immensely important to his reflections on the religious and moral themes in his works. 
During World War II，he was recruited into the Special Intelligence Service (SIS, later 
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MI6)，the experience of which is a rich source of material for his espionage 
fiction/thrillers. Although he later resigned form SIS, he was alleged to be connected 
with the British Intelligence for the rest of his life. 
Fated to lead a life in paradox, Greene remained "politically ambivalent" 
(Diemert 23). On one hand he showed an inclination to Communism, though he never 
took a public stance. Diemert has pointed out that some critics notice his growing 
commitment to Communism after the 1930s (Herbert 462). On the other hand, the 
Roman Catholic Church he belonged to was quite conservative; but all the same, 
Greene was, in many senses, always skeptical of his religious belief. This paradoxical 
position in politics and religion is what most critics agree to be truthfully illustrative of 
Greene in general. There are critics, though, who attempt to reconcile the two poles of 
Left and Right in Greene's ambivalent inclinations. For instance, one particular critic, 
Maria Couto, asserts that the reality of Greene's fiction is "neither Catholic nor 
Communist[,] but essentially Christian and humanist encompassing the ideals and 
values of both" (8). 
Greene's oeuvre is diverse and extensive. With the exception of two relatively 
young and weak works which sold poorly, most of his works enjoy popularity. Besides, 
his life is also legendary. He had resigned from SIS suddenly on the day before D-day; 
traveled to many exotic countries in South America and Africa, sometimes to the work 
for the intelligence organization. Besides novels (including entertainments), he also 
wrote poetry, short stories, travel accounts of different countries, and screenplays; he 
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was also a very ingenious film and book critic. He lived an indulgent life, and as his 
age and fame grew he never ceased to engage in extra-marital relationships. 
Always observing and living in a questioning attitude, it is inevitable that 
Graham Greene knew how contradictory his belief and his acts were. In fact，some of 
his works show signs of a constant attempt to reconcile Catholicism with his 
skepticism and immoral love affairs. Since "his belief in God has been not emotional 
but based on a variety of grounds ("historical, philosophical, logical and 
etymological"); [at a later stage of his life . . . ] the belief has died." (Watts 67). Greene 
by then defined himself as a "Catholic agnostic" (O'Prey 12). McEwan aptly describes 
that "his credo [as] the opposite of E. M. Forster's 'I do not believe in Belief[: . . . ] he 
believes, rather, in questioning belief from inside, and in knowing the worst about 
humanity before choosing an allegiance." (129) In fact, Greene's own comment that he 
himself was a "writer who happen[ed] to be a Catholic" instead of a "Catholic writer" 
sheds some light on his priorities. 
Greene himself differentiates his own works into "novels" and 
"entertainments" among other categories. His most famous works include Stamboul 
Train (1932)，which enjoyed a great financial success despite its immaturity compared 
to his later works and was claimed to be the only attempt he set out to please readers 
deliberately. Much attention has been paid to his Catholic novels, including Brighton 
Rock (1938)，and The Power and the Glory (1940), and, The Heart of the Matter 
(1948).i In particular, the latter novel was preceded by an entertainment, The Ministry 
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of Fear (1943). One influential view put forward by R. W. B. Lewis in the 1950s was 
that this entertainment was a rehearsal for the theme of pity in The Heart of the Matter. 
Thematically his works elicit a taste for the Romantic (McEwan 1). The strains 
of romantic adventure and individualism can be strongly felt in his work. He was also 
fascinated by paradoxical ideas: predominantly the "horrific within the mundane", and 
the paradoxical nature of virtue in extremity (Watts 9)} Mario Couto maintains that 
Greene's novels "present characters often in close-up, in extreme situations, at 
dramatic moments, to accentuate that there is no true religion, nor the moral life 
without its embodiment in politics, and there is no true politics without religious 
underpinning" (Couto 2). I contend that Greene's emphasis on the paradoxical and the 
Romantic is the chief means to highlight the fact that the reality of his fiction is 
constituted by a sensibility of both religion and politics. 
Even his success is paradoxical: it is an unusual success of an at once serious 
and popular writer whose works appeal to both the general audience and intellectuals 
(O'Prey 7). Indeed Graham Greene is among the very few popular writers who can 
assume not only an international but also a high literary status. It is commonly 
acknowledged that Greene is one of the greatest writers of the twentieth century. His 
writings and life "epitomised [. . .] many large-scale problems and divisions in 
twentieth-century culture and ideology" (Watt 196). 
The Ministry of Fear is based on a detective story written by the Oxford scholar 
Michael Innis (Diemert 156), and on Greene's own experiences as a warden during air 
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raids in London. When Greene first conceived of the book, it was meant to be a "funny 
and fantastic thriller" (O'Prey 49). But obviously to anyone who reads the book it 
turns out to be not funny at all: the innocent beginning of the story is quickly 
transformed to something sinister beneath its happy surface, and the rest of the story is 
darkly intriguing and from time to time overthrows readers' expectations. It turns out 
that the Ministry of Fear, literally "the maximum of terror for the minimum time 
directed against the fewest objects" (Greene, Fear 201), is the German way of 
eliminating the enemy. At the end Arthur Rowe discovers the terrible fact that life is a 
Ministry of Fear itself, as long as one has the capacity to love, one has to fear. 
Early reception of The Ministry of Fear either dismisses it as ill written, 
unconvincing, or equates it with escapist literature. ^ What Greene had in mind when 
he wrote the book and when he made that particular comment, we can never be 
certain.4 Whatever the real reasons are, in effect later critics consider Ministry of Fear 
with the same seriousness as with other novels, which I consider totally justified. 
Some even suggest that The Ministry of Fear, in particular, has a special status in the 
development of Greene's writing and even the development of formulaic fiction. Brian 
Diemert describes Ministry of Fear as “a book that explicitly engages the question of 
the ideology of popular literature while simultaneously restructuring the popular 
formula of the thriller" (151). In fact Greene's own words have shown a possible 
motive in restructuring the formula: he said that he was interested in Golden Age 
detective fiction such as those by Agatha Christie and Dorothy Sayers, but he also 
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openly opined that he thought they were out-of-date in the modem world (Herbert 463， 
465). 
There are sound reasons to group The Ministry of Fear (being an 
"entertainment") into my self-defined genre of detective thriller. It is commonly 
acknowledged that Greene's entertainments are thrillers, and as for the word 
"detective", I shall prove that, as Diemert suggests, Greene's works are similar to 
detective thrillers in the sense that they often present a "combination of criminal 
investigation and self-investigation" (Herbert 463). Another reason for choosing 
Ministry of Fear in my discussion is that, although it is a thriller as complex as the rest 
of his works, it remains complex largely in the psychological sense and without the 
heavy religious elements as in his other thrillers. ^  Part of the analysis, besides a 
comparison of the prototypes and Greene's detective thriller, would be devoted to the 
complex issues that The Ministry of Fear is addressing, since this thematic complexity 
opens up a new possibility for the development of the genre of detective thriller. 
Arthur Rowe，the "unhappy man" (as in the title of Book One), goes to a 
charity fete. For him it is a "trip back to innocent childhood". There Rowe visits Mrs. 
Bellairs，the fortune-teller, who tells him the weight of the cake being guessed at one of 
the game-stalls. Rowe then wins the cake; but when he tries to leave the fete with the 
cake all the helpers at the fete attempt to take back the cake. Rowe does not consent 
and takes it back to his apartment in London. A crippled stranger visits him and tries to 
poison him. However, the air-raids save Rowe from being murdered. 
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Having hired a private detective, Mr. Rermit, Rowe himself goes to the Free 
Mothers，the organizer of the fete. There he meets the Hilfes. Anna Hilfe is reluctant to 
help when Rowe tells his story; but her brother, Willi Hilfe, shows unusual enthusiasm 
in the case and takes him to Mrs. Bellairs' house immediately. There they join a seance 
and a man called Cost is killed mysteriously during the seance. Rowe is accused as the 
murderer and he flees from the house. 
In his next few days of wandering and sleeping in the undergrounds, Rowe is 
left to ponder about his motives behind the mercy-killing of his wife, who lived with 
him for twenty years. He kills his wife out of pity-not really pity for her, but ultimately 
pity for himself, who cannot bear to watch the wife suffer. Then he meets an old 
bookseller and out of pity for the old man Rowe consents to help him carry a heavy 
load of books in a suitcase to a hotel. When he is lured into the hotel room he is 
immediately locked out, and he finds Anna Hilfe in the room. Together they open the 
suitcase, which is a bomb—and it goes off. 
When Rowe wakes again, he is Richard Digby, the "happy man" who has lost 
his adult memories, and is staying in a shell-shock sanatorium run by a Dr. Forester 
and his assistant Johns. The amnesiac Digby has a "blind passionate innocence of a 
boy", and, having completely forgotten who Anna Hilfe is, and he falls in love with 
Anna as soon as he sees her again. Having no memory of his euthanasia on his wife, 
his life in the sanatorium is carefree and happy. 
One day Digby hears that one of the patients, Major Stone has been transferred 
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to the secluded sick bay, which is used to accommodate very ill (mentally) patients. 
Thrilled by the thought of rebellion Digby passes through the green baize door to the 
sick bay. However his adventure is discovered by Dr. Forester, who in cold anger 
discloses his forgotten past as Rowe the murderer (without mentioning the victim). 
Rowe then flees from the sanatorium and goes to the Scotland Yard with the 
intention of stating his act of murder-without knowing that it is his wife that he has 
killed. (He thinks he has murdered Cost at the seance.) The police's investigation, 
headed by a Mr. Prentice, begins to unveil the conspiracy of the Fifth Columnists: that 
the roll of film is hidden in the cake that Rowe has won. Cost is not dead: instead he 
pretends to be dead in order to drive away Rowe and stop him from pursuing the 
mystery behind the cake. When Mr. Prentice and Rowe try to apprehend Cost, he puts 
on another identity: Mr. Ford the tailor. But when they visit Mr. Ford, he slits his throat. 
Mrs. Bellairs, refusing to speak, is now in prison; Dr. Forester and Poole (the cripple) 
have been murdered by Johns. 
Without informing the police, Rowe determines to find out the truth by himself. 
Finally he finds out that Willi Hilfe is the head of the whole conspiracy, managing the 
Ministry of Fear, and his sister Anna, who loves Rowe, is trying to protect Rowe's life 
and keep him from remembering his past. In the last confrontation in a public lavatory, 
Hilfe unveils to Rowe his forgotten act of euthanasia, and then shoots himself. 
Arthur Rowe, now the "whole man", goes back to Anna, concealing the fact 
that he now knows everything. The couple deceive each other for the rest of their life: 
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Rowe now knows that he has joined the permanent staff of the "Ministry of Fear", 
because he loves someone and fears losing that love. 
The following is an endeavour to discuss Graham Greene's The Ministry of 
Fear in relation to three aspects. First, the worldview of a chaotic and gloomy society, 
which this particular detective thriller offers to readers, will be discussed. We will also 
investigate how the structural components of the text succeed in constructing this 
worldview. Secondly, in session II，other structural elements, especially 
characterization, will be explored in details; what follows is an analysis of specific 
passages, serving to demonstrate the effect of excitement/thrill created by the 
literariness of Greene's characteristic language; through his language readers are, in 
fact, involved in a language game. Lastly, the bringing up of serious issues concerning 
human life, which I deem the biggest thematic innovation The Ministry of Fear brings 
to the genre of detective thriller, will be under scrutiny. 
I 
In Graham Greene's Thrillers and the 1930s, Diemert argues that The Ministry 
of Fear is not only "mimetic" of the reality of London at the Blitz, but in sober fact 
there is no clear distinction between fiction, specifically the thriller, and reality. 
"Because of the war, The Ministry of Fear is able to present the thriller as a reflection 
of the anterior reality with unusual power. [. . .] As the novel develops, similarities 
between the outside reality and thrillers allow the text to absorb the reality it describes 
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so that the world the novel presents is seen as a world of texts" (155). This eloquent 
account of intertextuality suggests that the text of The Ministry of Fear is interacting 
with the text of reality. In Diemert's terms, “[t]he narrative presents the world as an 
assembly of texts under the rubric of a master text which follows the structure of a 
thriller", and not as a mere "evocation of a specific period" (157). Many of his 
arguments in the book are ingenious, but I reckon this major argument of 
intertextuality too ambitious in trying to re-interpret the whole concept of reality. I 
believe a detective thriller such as The Ministry of Fear is not intended to, and cannot 
assume an equal status with the reality, that is, the universal "master text" in Diemert's 
term. Instead, the detective thriller in question poses a worldview for readers to obtain 
a glimpse of the instability of wartime society. And yet it is not meant to be a 
worldview imposed on every reader who reads and enjoys The Ministry of Fear. 
In my opinion, the historical context is, nonetheless, extremely important to a 
good understanding and appreciation of this detective thriller. The Ministry of Fear 
was written during the World War II，and the historical moment depicted in the story is 
the Blitz in London. According to OED, "Blitz" means "rapid, violent attack[s] 
(especially from the air)’，，and during the Blitz there were frequent night air raids by 
the German Air Force on city London. The Blitz took place during the Battle of Britain, 
which started in August 1940. Sir Winston Churchill was the Prime Minister of Great 
Britain (1940-45，1951-55) at that time. In September, the British people realized that 
they were "confronted with a test of endurance for which there was no precedent. The 
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survival of the will to fight through the period of intense bombing is now taken for 
granted, but it was a will that ordinary people had to find in circumstances for which 
no fiction can have prepared them [my italics]." (Overy 99) Such was the devastating 
scenario against which Ministry of Fear is set. I would like to draw attention to the 
italicized phrase “circumstances for which no fiction can have prepared them,,. 
Despite the probably cursory nature of this particular phrase in the historian's remark, 
it sheds light on a commonplace yet important fact: people assume that the physical 
reality and fiction are of two different natures. Not only that, but it is also commonly 
accepted that fiction will sometimes fail to “reflect，，or mime the reality truthfully, 
especially in the extreme conditions of war. 
My stance lies somewhat between that of Diemert and the one implicitly 
implied by the historian Richard Overy. I disagree with Diemert，s idea of tautology of 
self-inclusion, but I think there exists a subtle relationship between the text of fiction, 
and readers' perception of, or attitude towards the reality (but not reality itself). 
Second, as opposed to the implication of Overy's remark, I believe that wartime, with 
all its absurdities and human drama, is one of the occasions, which allows the novel to 
mime or reflect reality more closely than at other times. The melodramatic elements in 
Ministry of Fear fall in tune with the outside world in WWII-for both are under the 
insurmountable terror of wartime. From another point of view, a good presentation of 
amnesiac Rowe (Digby)，s desperate effort to "piece together" his identity also 
naturally requires the melodramatic. As Rowland Smith aptly describes, the text's 
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melodrama is "incorporated into the texture of the protagonist's need to find a style of 
perception adequate to the demands of his fractured present" (Meyers 115). 
Despite the effort of the German Air Force, and perhaps that of the fifth 
columnists in Britain, 15 September 1940 was the turning point of the battle. “[E]ver 
afterward [. • .][it] has been set aside as the Anniversary Day of the Battle of Britain, 
which saw the Germans heavily defeated in the air and ultimately [they] were forced to 
change their policy against Britain" (Franks 49). According to the OED，the "Fifth 
Column" is an "organized body of persons sympathizing with and working for the 
enemy within a country at war". In particular, the fifth columnists in Ministry of Fear 
are secret supporters of Germany who are involved in espionage and sabotage against 
Britain. 
As the above historical facts illustrate, the text of Ministry of Fear fits well in 
its social and political context of the 1930s and 40s, i.e. that of war and disruption (as 
opposed to Christie's novel). However, when we consider its literary context, we see 
that there is a significant contradiction between Ministry of Fear and the same 
historical period. Obviously the text could not be considered Modernist, for it 
possesses none of the features of Modernism. In one sense Modernism is a reaction 
towards formal realism, "the mode of discourse most often associated with the novel" 
(Diemert 32). Diemert suggests that Greene's thriller rejects Modernism and 
transforms the formal realism that previously prevailed before Modernism. It is 
important that Diemert has referred to Peter Widdowson's comment on the fiction in 
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the thirties: that "the thriller offers realism in a popular form". According to 
Widdowson, its realism consists of individuals who are marginalized and at war with 
the society. Thus there is a kind of displaced relationship between men and society 
compared to the previous formal realism. (32) I would say that this kind of realism 
creates an effect of recognition in readers in 1930s and 40s. To them these thrillers 
were not escapist literature, but literature that described their alienation and 
helplessness in the midst of war, and in reading them they find the shadows of 
themselves, and leam to face the reality by meeting their own reflections from the 
fiction. In sum, what I suggest is that The Ministry of Fear has offered a kind of 
post-modem realism accentuating the distorted man-society relationship. 
Even though most of the readers are not experiencing the same kind of 
predicament as the British in World War II did, The Ministry of Fear remains a popular 
detective thriller to this day. What are the reasons for this long-lasting appeal for its 
readers, even to the present? Cedric Watts asserts that Greene "is one of those writers 
who offer a distinctive vision or world-view: just as we speak of the Dickensian world 
or the Kafkaesque, so Greeneland is his characteristic imaginative terrain" (195). 
Indeed, the "Greeneland" (a term coined by Arthur Calder-Marshall in 1940), with all 
its "stylised milieu" (Herbert 462), sordid imagery and "seediness," has become 
imprinted in the literary imagination; some critics are inclined to refute that 
Greeneland is unrealistic^ distorted by Greene's own obsessions, and even mythical 
(O'Prey 7). However, I agree with Couto's important remark in his book, Graham 
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Greene: on the Frontier, that his novels "do not offer a system but life as it is lived in 
our world with contradictions and complexities that characterise human relations" (1). 
Greene himself has publicly objected to this label in Ways of Escape： "[s]ome critics 
have referred to a strange violent "seedy" region of the mind [. . .] which they call 
Greeneland, and I have sometimes wondered whether they go round the world 
blinkered [. . .] . But I know that argument is useless. They won't believe the world they 
haven't noticed is like that" (qtd. in Herbert 463). I propose that the Greeneland may 
be physically remote from us; we may be leading a comfortable life in the cities, but 
what remains the same is the psychological predicament that inhabits Greeneland. The 
sense of alienation, hypocrisy, and inability to trust others are still present in 
contemporary life, or even aggravated; dangers still exist, although in different, more 
invisible forms. Therefore on one hand, contemporary readers can temporarily engage 
in the imaginative territory where visible dangers are threatening the life of the 
protagonists-while they themselves can rest unharmed. For younger readers, reading 
Greene's thrillers can allow them to experience the tumult of the World War 
period-something which they do not have the chance to experience (yet) but only 
come across in history textbooks or films. On the other hand, they can expect 
themselves to empathize with the characters, and recognize the same hate, fear, and 
sadness, which may well have found a different expression in today's world. 
Concerning this issue of readers' expectations to the work, one might recall the 
concept of "projected reality" discussed in the worldview posed by Agatha Christie's 
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The Murder of Roger Ackrovd. It can be argued that the "projected reality" has 
undergone changes as the interpretative communities change as history enfolds itself. 
Having now gained a preliminary view of the worldview of The Ministry of 
Fear, that of the Greeneland，I shall now proceed to examine how this detective thriller 
has utilized different structural conventions to construct its worldview. In Chapter One 
we have seen how Agatha Christie's detective thrillers have made use of and 
transformed the conventions of the prototypical detective thriller and created a new 
paradigm with her innovations. Here in Chapter Two we will consider Graham 
Greene's detective thriller against those of Poe, Doyle and also Christie. In doing so 
we can get some sense of how the genre of detective thriller has evolved since the time 
of Agatha Christie, and what further innovations Greene has made in The Ministry of 
Fear. 
II 
One may notice that The Ministry of Fear, despite its author's British identity, 
is more susceptible to be grouped as the "hard-boiled" (rather than "detective fiction" 
in the usual categories), a term applied to the works of American authors like 
Raymond Chandler and Dashiell Hammett. The reason is that The Ministry ofFenr is, 
in many ways, different from the British tradition of classical detective fiction. In the 
particular context of this thesis, we will see how different Graham Greene's detective 
thriller is from those of the other writers, particularly the British ones: Doyle and 
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Christie. Poe's, Doyle's and Christie's works are intellectual puzzles that challenge 
readers' analytical skills, and this feature is one main appeal of their works. However, 
it is obvious that The Ministry of Fear is not focused on this intellectual exercise: 
readers are not invited to find out the murderer; we know very soon that Rowe 
murdered his own wife. As for the mysterious "death" of Cost at the seance, there are 
never any clues in the course of the narrative. We only know the consequence for the 
murder of Cost is that Rowe has to be always on the run, which is an important reason 
for much of his adventures. In the end it even turns out that Cost was not murdered, but 
just pretended to be dead in order to drive Rowe into fleeing (in fact, he committed 
suicide when he was tracked down at last). 
One can argue that if readers are not looking forward to a murderer, at least 
they do look forward to the mastermind of, or the truth behind the German Ministry of 
Fear (which has set off a number of deaths). But even so one must realize that there are 
only very few clues to be picked up by the readers. Even if a reader attempts to 
conjecture who is the leader of the Nazi spy ring, he/she will not, as in a classical 
detective story, be provided with the separate alibi of each "suspect". One can only 
read incidents that are muddled together; everybody seems to be involved in the 
conspiracy, and one is constantly reminded that appearances are always deceptive. 
Along with this puzzle element always comes the thrill and suspense brought by 
uncertainties of outcome, secrecy, and abrupt, violent incidents. Combined with such 
style and subject matter, I deem the sensation of thrill and suspense as more prominent 
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and effective than the puzzle element in appealing to the readers with this particular 
work, The Ministry of Fear. 
No one can deny the immense success of Sherlock Holmes's characterisation. 
He is strongly characteristic, and indeed almost everybody can recall the image of the 
detective hero in their mind's eye vividly. Thanks to the stylish actors in the film 
adaptations, the image of our time-less hero is even more vivid for the later 
generations. Yet our impression of Holmes is suspended at the physical level: we know 
who he looks like, what he likes to do, how he speaks, and so forth. He remains a 
formula of the Great Detective created by Conan Doyle, and we seldom come to read 
of his internal struggles—we may know he is angry, or excited, but that is all we can say. 
As to Hercule Poirot, we cannot dwell much on the characterisation in Christie's Roger 
Ackrovd.^ 
But the case for Arthur Rowe is completely different. After reading Ministry of 
Fear, one may not be able to know very much about Rowe's appearance, what his 
features are, how his clothes look like-but we would grasp the kind of atmosphere 
which hangs over this man. First a desperate, haunted man belonging to nowhere, then 
a naive, fragmented but adventurous amnesiac, and finally a man who finds out his 
true identity and one who pessimistically submits to life's Ministry of Fear. We are 
allowed to leam of his every inner struggle, self-criticism, regret and pain. Though we 
i 
may never be sure about Rowe's appearance, we can almost feel we are inside him. 
Now, the next question is, is Rowe, like the protagonists in other detective 
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thrillers, an eccentric hero? Evidence is never wanting to prove his eccentricity: first a 
drifter's ennui, the strange sense of pity, later the excitement of a childish adult, and 
the final submission to life's "Ministry of Fear，，. Yet his eccentricity is subtly different 
from the eccentricity of the detective heroes like Dupin, Holmes or Poirot. Dupin has 
strange habits and likes to stroll at night, and is obsessed with the power of the analytic 
mind. Holmes is friendly, has good taste and quick-minded in analysing people from 
their appearances. Poirot looks funny, likes to talk about his "little grey cells", but is 
excessively serious when the solution of the crime is revealed. What is common in 
them is that they champion the power of the intellect, that is, to solve the crime by 
complex reasoning. Arthur Rowe, in fact, also has that capacity of reasoning, but his 
intellect is most of the time used on analysing the motives behind his own actions and 
the search for his own identity. There is no explicit reference to the use of the intellect 
to arrive at the truth, and he himself seems to be unconscious of his strong reasoning 
power when he is analysing himself. It is we, as readers, who sense that the unhappy 
Rowe is one who perhaps thinks and reasons too much to act. 
Moreover, the truth that Rowe means to arrive at is different from the truth that 
Dupin, Holmes and Poirot are after. For Rowe the truth has to do with the meaning of 
existence and that of struggling with life; for the other three detective heroes, the truth 
is the solution of a crime committed by a total stranger. And the two kinds of truth take 
on an entirely different significance for the two types of eccentric hero. For Dupin, 
Holmes and Poirot, the worst case of failure is losing their reputation or confidence; 
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yet for Arthur Rowe it is a matter of life and death (or at least living death). I am not 
making a judgement on which kind of truth is more valuable in terms of its pursuit in a 
detective thriller: they only appeal differently. 
It is also important to realize that the amnesiac Rowe thinks himself endowed 
with the talent of a detective (when he is reading the newspapers reporting the missing 
documents and in discussions with Johns). True, the two kinds of truth that Rowe and 
the other three detectives are searching for are radically different, yet the means they 
use are similar: to piece together a puzzle. Just as Dupin，Holmes and Poirot, all of 
them try hard to gather evidence to reach their respective conclusions. The crux which 
makes them really different is that readers are never meant to focus too much on 
investigating the solution-for we know of Rowe's identity at the beginning. And for 
the conspiracy, as I mentioned before, there are too few clues to distract us from being 
immersed in the thrill and try to deduce the answer instead. There is still curiosity, but 
the thrill is even larger. 
Before I have mentioned that Graham Greene has a taste for the Romantic, and 
despite his nationality his work seems to fit into the American tradition (of the 
"hard-boiled") more than the British tradition in the 1930s. These features might 
remind one of Edgar Allan Poe，an American and Romantic. Yet it quickly becomes 
clear that Poe and Greene are in many ways different. Poe is interested in the Gothic 
and focuses on the intellectual puzzle, but Greene is trying to depict a moment of 
reality messed up by war and conspiracy, and focuses on the thrill created by secretive 
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pursuits and controlling information, that is, not giving clues directly. The only thing 
common is that they are both describing situations in their extremities; but for Poe the 
subject matter is purely imaginative, while for Greene it closely resembles the wartime 
scenario. However, it is worthwhile to compare and contrast Poe's and Greene's 
literary language, since both writers' language creates an effect of sinister unease in 
readers. 
Yet it is conspicuous to any reader who reads both Poe and Greene that 
Greene's writing style assumes a different kind of darkness from Poe's style of 
grotesque. Poe's language is intended to convey a kind of cold-blooded morbidity to 
create the sensation of grotesque. Greene's, on the other hand, does not show any sign 
of mental abnormality, however grim and devastating it appears. The difference 
between Greene's language, and Doyle's and Christie's language is even larger: as we 
enter Greeneland we cannot help but feel a sort of heaviness, which is entirely opposite 
to the lightness, not to mention humour, in Doyle's and Christie's work. 
In particular, upon examining Graham Greene's The Ministry of Fear one can 
find a very innovative strain in his writing style. He uses a cinematic technique (one 
might recall one of his occupations being a film critic) which is never used in the 
detective thriller before him. Samuel Hynes, in the introduction to the book Twentieth 
Century Views: Graham Greene, observantly and painstakingly analyses Greene's 
language and the impact of the cinema on his style. He first points out that "[f]rom 
films，Greene learned a technique that is at once intimately probing and detached, 
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observing and recording, but allowing the observed circumstances to be their own 
judgments. Cinematic technique emphasizes the visual context of action, the "world" 
in which men act out their lives, and Greene is extremely skilful at creating his 
contemporary scenes out of sharply visualised particulars." (3) Moreover, his language 
is a salient component of the detective thriller's game-structure which invites the 
readers to visualise and speculate. The excerpt below is a good example of Greene's 
superbly visualising language: 
Rowe took a sip of tea: it was too hot to swallow [. . .] an odd flavour 
haunted him like something remembered, something unhappy. He took 
a piece of cake to drown the taste, and looking up caught the anxious 
speculative eyes of the cripple, fixed on him, waiting. He took another 
slow sip and then he remembered. Life struck back at him like a 
scorpion over the shoulder. His chief feeling was astonishment and 
anger, that anybody should do this to him. He dropped the cup on the 
floor and stood up. The cripple trundled away from him like something 
on wheels: the huge back and the long strong arms prepared themselves 
[• . . ] and then the bomb went off. 
(Greene, F ^ 28) 
When a reader reads this passage, one might, like watching a film, see in one's 
eye what is happening in the apartment. It is as if one is "viewing the scene with the 
cold detachment of a camera" (Hynes 4): first a close-up to Rowe sipping the tea, then 
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his face changed; then the camera pans to the cake on the table, then the terrible eyes of 
the cripple.. . The next thing is one sees Rowe dropping the cup onto the floor with a 
clash, and standing up abruptly; the shot is focused on the cripple preparing for his 
attack-and then a bang-and everything goes black. In sum, Greene becomes the 
"director and producer", controlling “the action, and moves freely about it, but he is 
not part of it. His camera eye is like the eye of God, seeing all, but withholding 
judgment" (Hynes 4). 
The significance for this technique of the cinema is immense both to the genre 
of detective thriller and to the communicative ability of Greene's work. Evelyn Waugh 
says that "[i]t is the cinema which has taught a new habit of narrative" (qtd. in Hynes 
4). The grim and tense atmosphere of the Greeneland is, to a certain extent, created by 
this cinematic language. 
Another feature of his language which characterises Greeneland is plain and 
sometimes broken; some critics use the term "seediness" to sum up his language 
(though Greene himself does not welcome this term at all). Yet it is this kind of 
language which renders the characteristic charm of his writings. As Hynes maintained, 
it is "vivid writing, exactly descriptive, and more; for out of the description comes a 
kind of symbolic resonance" (6). This, in fact, constitutes one crucial part of the 
imaginative Greeneland, is particularly successful in drawing readers to engage in the 
language play. 
I shall use one more passage to demonstrate the peculiar features of Greene's 
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language. This occurs at the end of the novel, when Hilfe discloses the lost past to 
Rowe in the lavatory in the railway station, when the bombers are flying nearer and 
nearer: 
“You were tried for murder," Hilfe said, "and they sent you to an 
asylum. You'll find it in all the papers. I can give you the dates [.. ]，’ 
The little man turned suddenly to them and spreading out his hands 
in a gesture of entreaty he said in a voice filled with tears, "Shall I ever 
get to Wimbledon?" A bright white light shone through the dust outside, 
and through the glassless roof of the station the glow of the flares came 
dripping beautifully down. (Greene, Fear 217) 
When reading the passage one cannot help imagining what a brutal fact is to be 
broken upon Rowe. Indeed, the fact pertains to life and death, and at this moment the 
reaction of the bystander (the little man) is so irrelevant to what takes place in Rowe's 
mind now! And the bombs fall; and Greene uses the word "beautiful" to describe the 
fires. There are no descriptions of inner emotions, no similes of any sort. And it is 
through this cold detachment that a strong sensation of thrill and excitement can be 
created. 
According to Greene's own words in A Sort of Life, "[ejxcitement is simple[.] 
[EJxcitement is a situation, a single event. It mustn't be wrapped up in thoughts, 
similes, metaphors. A simile is a form of reflection, but excitement is of the moment 
when there is no time to reflect. Action can only be expressed by a subject, a verb and 
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an object, perhaps a rhythm-little else. Even an adjective slows the pace or 
tranquilizes the nerve" (Greene, Ufe 198-199). This comment illustrates Greene's 
own principle of creating the effect of excitement/thrill by means of a plain language, 
and the plainness is obviously very different from the plainness of Agatha Christie's 
language: Christie's language creates a relaxed atmosphere and lightness, while the 
cinematic, plain, unmusical and detached language of Graham Greene constitutes a 
special kind of literariness that makes his writings stand out and creates the effect of 
excitement and desolation in readers. 
Ill 
As noted before, Graham Greene has brought innovations to the genre of 
detective thriller. One main innovation that no one really has developed before is to 
raise serious questions directly in the narrative, when perhaps no one expects a writer 
of "popular" literature to incorporate serious issues. In Poe's, Doyle's and Christie's 
work, we never see such kind of complexity. The whole issue at stake in their works is 
mainly how the murder case could be solved (we even know that it will be solved!); at 
most it simply implies the preservation of moral order. But in Ministry of Fear, the 
complex issue which Rowe's story raised is that of the paradoxical nature of pity, and 
the problem of identity. These two are intertwined together in Arthur Rowe's life: his 
identity hinges upon his capacity for pity. Together they address some basic questions 
of the meaning of human life. 
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Arthur Rowe is unhappy because he regrets having killed his wife out of pity; 
now he belongs to no one and no where. He doesn't even have any belongings at his 
own apartment, except a packet of cigarettes, a mantelpiece, a toothbrush, a shaving 
tackle，and sleeping pills in a cardboard box. "You might say that a cake and a book 
added appreciably to his possessions" (Greene, F ^ 21). And it is the cake which 
brings Rowe disaster and forces him on his journey of identity; his only book, The 
Little Duke by the Victorian novelist Charlotte M. Yonge, becomes his companion on 
this journey.7 
Just as the lack of possessions marks the lack of a complete identity in Rowe, 
the identity of other characters in the book are also made up of their possessions, or 
what they wear: 
Very small and thin, [Anna] looked too young for all the things she 
must have seen, and now taken out of the office frame she no longer 
looked efficient—as though efficiency were an imitative game she could 
only play with adult properties, a desk, a telephone, a black suit. 
(Greene, F ^ 97-98) 
From the passage it can be seen that Anna's identity depends on what kind of clothes 
she wears, and what environment she is in. Once such externals are altered, Anna's 
identity will be lost. In fact she can readily slip into another identity by changing her 
clothes，placing herself in another environment, and so forth. It is the same case for 
one of the fifth-columnists, Cost-Travers-Ford. In the seance he is the normal-looking 
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mystery man; and he can assume another identity as Mr. Travers at the hotel room; and 
in the end, when he commits suicide, he is dressed and acting exactly like a city tailor. 
The most extreme case is Jones, the private detective who is working for Mr. 
Rennit. He is murdered by the fifth-columnists when he is following Rowe, and when 
the police try to uncover his body, only his belongings are found in a box hidden 
underground: 
Two plaited metal arm-bands came next. Then the metal buckles off a 
pair of sock-suspenders. And then a whole collection of buttons—[...] 
one could never have believed that one mans' single change of clothes 
required so much holding together. [• . .] So is a poor human creature 
joined respectably together like a doll: take him apart and you are left 
with a grocery box full of assorted catches and buckles and buttons. 
(Greene, F ^ 186) 
Jones' identity is tragically reduced to a heap of buttons. And the absurdity of all this is 
that when the body is gone it is the buttons that are left! Such are the remains of a 
human-being's identity. 
The protagonist's search for identity assumes great significance: the whole 
organization of the novel is, in fact, made up of Arthur Rowe's identity-seeking 
journey. His problem of identity first starts with an "unhappy man" (Book One) who 
cannot undo his guilty past, then a "happy man" (Book Two) who can start a new life 
when he gets away from his past and his sense of pity. At last he ends up as a "whole 
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man，，(Book Three), who has joined the permanent staff of Ministry of Fear, which is 
life itself. Rowe remembered and regained his sense of pity, and Rowe and Anna have 
to live a life of deception and fear for their whole life, because when there is love there 
is fear. 
On the other hand, Rowe's sense of pity seems to be unreasonably destructive 
and unbecoming on him. He is a person about whom everyone says he "wouldn't hurt 
a fly", yet he has killed his own wife out of pity for human suffering. Human 
compassion is supposed to be a virtue, yet this excess sense of pity destroys his future. 
Willi Hilfe once talks about murder in an ironic manner (Rowe doesn't know Hilfe 
knows his past): 
He went on explaining gently, his very pale blue eyes unshocked and 
unshockable. "Your old-fashioned murderer killed from fear, from 
hate-or even from love, Mr Rowe, very seldom for substantial profit. 
None of these reasons is quite-respectable. But to murder for 
position—that's different, because when you've gained the position 
nobody has a right to criticize the means. ” (Greene, Fear 46-47) 
As Willi Hilfe makes this comment, he points out something terrible for Rowe: that 
Rowe's mercy-killing is stupid and out of fashion; whereas the deaths Willi himself 
causes is "respectable" and justified. Although the cold-bloodedness and 
functionalism of Willi is never meant to be appreciated, ironically neither does Rowe's 
sense of pity bring him any good. Pity finally leads him to become the permanent staff 
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of life's “Ministry of Fear". 
George Gaston, in his Pursuit of Salvation, maintains that one big weakness of 
the book is that "the issues of pity and love don't arise naturally enough out of the 
drama [. . .]. The thoughts are superimposed on the story", rendering Rowe 
implausible (35). On this issue of plausibility, I would say at some points of the 
narrative it would be hard to believe in the destructiveness ofRowe's sense of pity. But 
just as possessions can make up one's identity, just as a nice man like Willi Hilfe can 
be the boss of the fiflh-columnists, why can't pity kill? All these are meant to show the 
kind of absurdity in wartime—in other words, the reality of absurdity. 
* 
W. H. Auden has made an important comment in "The Heresy of Our Time", 
remarking that Greene relates "the thriller to another literary form, the allegory. His 
thrillers are projected into outer melodramatic action of the struggles which go on 
unendingly in every mind and heart [...]. There is, therefore, not a good side and a bad, 
nevertheless it does matter who wins. Again victory does not finally solve anything 
[ . . . ] . A future, as difficult as before, perhaps more so, still remains" (Hynes 93). It is 
important to be aware that even though Graham Greene does raise moral and religious 
issues in his thrillers, he does not have a fixed stance. He is extremely sensitive to the 
forces of evil in the world, and therefore political, social, or religious themes play an 
important role in The Ministry of Fear, making it an innovation for the genre of 
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detective thriller in terms of theme. 
Last but not least, I would like to quote from The Ministry of Fear, which may 
serve to hint at Greene's attempt to go beyond the detective stories that precede him: 
Mr. Rennit the private eye says, "life, you know, isn't like a detective story. Murderers 
are rare people to meet. They belong to a class of their own" (35). Then Arthur Rowe 
negates him by telling him that he, standing before Rennit, is a murderer himself. In 
his dangerous journey Rowe thinks to himself, “it sounds like a thriller, doesn't it, but 
the thrillers are like life-more like life than you are [. . .] but dear, that's real life: it's 
what we've all made of the world since you died. I'm your little Arthur who wouldn't 
hurt a beetle and I'm a murderer too" (65). 
And Graham Greene is definitely successful in expressing his worldview: that 
life, in reality, can be absurd; it is made up of a mix of detective story and the thriller. 
This inward turn of the detective thriller takes up much significance, because the 
recognition that his detective thriller enjoys has helped to prove that formulaic fiction, 
the so-called "low-literature", could be addressing serious issues about reality and life. 
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Notes 
1 Due to the copious critical effort paid to his Catholic novels, later criticism 
tends to deem Greene as "obsessive" and "narrowly Catholic" (O'Prey 7). 
He has presented in Brighton Rock, for example, the paradox of "the virtue of 
evil” (Watts 40)，and projected his relentless self-analysis onto the characters' motives 
and behavior. 
3 Those early critics, finding support to prove that Greene's "novels" are more 
serious and thus more "worthy" works than his "entertainments", quoted Greene's 
own words in Paris Review. 1953，that his entertainments, unlike his novels, "do not 
carry a message" (qtd. in Diemert 6). Yet some recent critics disagree with this 
viewpoint commonly held by early critics. They have tried to prove that Greene's 
entertainments are in fact, like other novels of his, psychologically complex and 
thought-provoking. 
4 Diemert has suggested that a possible consideration could be Greene's dislike 
for critics' fixing labels on his works and their themes. 
5 The Heart of the Matter, for instance, is also concerned with the destructive 
force of pity, but Greene has expanded the religious discussion to an overwhelming 
extent (in the book the protagonist's [Scobie] suicide is an atonement for his mortal sin, 
pity) (Gaston 35). If a thriller as such is chosen as the subject of discussion in this 
thesis, its theological subtleties (Watts 149) and highly religious orientation would 
inevitably lead to too much focus and digression on the theological aspects. 
6 The work is often criticized for its lack of characterisation; yet, as I suggest in 
Chapter One, one appeal of Roger Ackrovd is the extraordinary ingenuity of the crime 
puzzle. Since characterization would hinder plot development, it has to be deliberately 
undermined. 
7ln fact, all the epigraphs of each chapter are quotations from The Little Duke: 
the innocence of the epigraphs from children's literature ironically reflects Rowe's 
situation at different stages. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Cultural and Metaphysical Mysteries: 
Paul Bowles's “The Eye" 
and 
Jorge Luis Borges's "The Garden of Forking Paths" 
"What constitutes a crime? There was no criminal intent~only a mother moving in 
the darkness of ancient ignorance" (162). 
Paul Bowles "The Eye" 
“I foresee that man will resign himself each day to new abominations, that soon only 
soldiers and bandits will be left" (92). 
Jorge Luis Borges "The Garden of Forking Paths" 
"The answer to a puzzle is an answer, whereas the answer to a mystery is another 
question." 
Niels Bohr, Danish physicist 
This chapter deals with the detective thrillers of two contemporary writers, 
Paul Bowles and Jorge Luis Borges. Both of them have contributed to the genre of 
detective thriller with their idiosyncratic innovations: Bowles's "The Eye" has 
infused a cultural perspective into a less conventional form of detective thriller than 
those by Edgar Allan Poe, Conan Doyle, and Agatha Christie; while Borges's “The 
Garden of Forking Paths" has relocated the hub of the detective thriller into the realm 
of metaphysics. 
In the ensuing discussion, sessions I and II are concerned with Paul Bowles's 
"The Eye"; sessions III and IV are concerned with Jorge Luis Borges's "The Garden 
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of Forking Paths". The first session about each detective thriller is its background 
information, followed by the second session, which is an analysis of the detective 
thriller in question in relation to its structural conventions, formalist effect, game 
aspect and, most importantly, its idiosyncratic novelty. 
I 
As noted by Patteson, Paul Bowles (1910- ) is "perhaps the most resolutely 
expatriate American writer" (ix). He was bom in Jamaica, New York, on December 
30，1910. Starting from his departure from the United States at the age of eighteen, 
Bowles lived in Europe, North Africa, and Central America. He finally settled "more 
or less permanently" in Tangier, Morocco, where he lived for more than fifty years. 
Bowles's writings are commonly acknowledged as postcolonial literature. 
Besides writing poems, novels and short stories, he was also a composer and 
translator. Critics such as Allen Hibbard and J. W. Bertens have variously pointed 
out that Bowles has not yet gained enough attention he deserves from the literary 
circles. While not many of Bowles's stories can be categorized as detective thrillers 
in a strict sense，my discussion of his story "The Eye" is nonetheless an attempt to 
show that the genre of detective thriller can accommodate variants which do not 
show a conspicuous conformity to the formula, and display a thematic idiosyncrasy. 
“The Eye" is the final story in Midnight Mass (1981), a collection of short 
stories previously published in the years 1978 to 1981. This collection of stories is 
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characterized by a highly economic use of language. In Chapter One we see that 
Agatha Christie is economic and practical in her writing style, and on this point one 
might be inclined to discern the similarity between their writing styles. Yet what 
Bowles's stories possess are qualities described as "pellucid" and "bonelike" by 
Allen Hibbard (qtd. in Caponi 60)，pointing to the dark and the pessimistic; as to 
Christie's language, its simplicity is much lighter and points to the optimistic. Thus, 
even a simple language can be manipulated to create different effects and 
atmospheres. 
Wayne Pounds asserts that "The Eye" addresses the central motifs of the 
collection (134). The story starts with the narrator's description of a deceased 
Westerner named Duncan Marsh, whose story reached the narrator from the 
"cocktail-party circuit" ten or twelve years ago (Bowles 151). Marsh came alone 
from Vancouver to Tangier and rented a house there with a resident cook and 
gardener. He also employed another young Moroccan, Larbi, as his night-watchman. 
Upon Larbi，s suggestion, the cook was replaced by a woman, Meriam, who brought 
her young daughter together to the house. Not long afterwards Marsh began suffering 
from a digestive illness. At the end he was flown back to Canada and died several 
months later. People assume that Marsh "had been one more victim of slow 
poisoning by native employees" (Bowles 152). 
There are two peculiar facts that cast a veil of mystery over the story of 
Marsh. One, during his illness Marsh had made a certificate to provide financial aid 
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to Larbi if he himself should leave Morocco. Two, the doctor had reported that 
Marsh's feet "had been systematically marked with deep incisions in the form of 
crude patterns" (Bowles 152-153). The narrator is particularly mystified by the 
second fact, which is inexplicable from every possible conjecture. Thus when he gets 
to know the whereabouts of Larbi several years later, he is determined to find out the 
true story, and in a sense becomes a detective. The narrator goes to find Larbi at a 
restaurant. There he sees the crude piece of paper on which Marsh had promised 
Larbi regular financial assistance "as long as [he] live[d]" (Bowles 155). The last 
condition would seem to render it senseless for Larbi to conspire with Meriam to 
murder Marsh. Later the narrator gives money to Larbi and asks him to bring him to 
the house in which Marsh once lived. When they are there, Larbi tells the narrator the 
details of Marsh's relationship with the cook: When Meriam was serving Marsh, her 
little girl often cried in the house and this annoyed Marsh very much. So one day 
Marsh "got on all fours, put his face close to the little girl's face, and frowned at her" 
(Bowles 158) fiercely. The little girl was terrified, got a high fever, and after a while 
could no longer walk. Her mother, a Berber, consulted a number of fqihs (Moroccan 
medicine men), who all agreed that "the [evil] eye" (Bowles 159) had been put on 
the child by Marsh; in order to counteract the spell, Meriam was advised to put 
certain substances in his food to "relax him[，] so that when the time came to undo the 
spell he would not make any objections." (Bowles 159) Although to Larbi the 
concoctions were harmless, Marsh soon became very ill as Meriam continued to dose 
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him with these medicines. Marsh was then sent to London for treatment and when he 
returned to Tangier in a slightly better condition, Larbi urged Meriam to do what was 
necessary to undo the spell as soon as possible. Then, one night the fqihs came to the 
house, dragged Marsh to a stone well, and used a razor to incise patterns on his feet 
to make the blood fall into the water. Then Marsh was returned to the house and died 
soon after he was sent for treatment back in Canada. 
The narrator asks Larbi if Marsh's death is related to this incident. But in 
Larbi's eyes, Marsh died “because his hour had come" (Bowles 161). (In fact there is 
no direct evidence showing Marsh died because of the infection on his feet.) It 
remains unknown to the people in town as to whether the girl has recovered or not 
finally. Unable to define a perpetrator for any known crime, the narrator then 
"close[s] the case" with disappointment. 
II 
It has been argued that the structural conventions of the detective thriller 
brought up in the previous chapters lay down the main borders of the genre. However, 
as shall be seen, these structural conventions are not strictly followed in Bowles's 
“The Eye". The detective (narrator) has not, in any sense, been formally referred to/ 
referred himself as a detective. More importantly, at the end of the narrative, the 
"detective" discovers that perhaps no crime has been committed at all; although 
Marsh was dead, from the Moslem point of view it is fate that he should die and no 
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one causes his death. If there is no crime at all, how can there be a detective? In a 
way the basic structural components become unstable because of cultural difference 
between the Westerners and the Moroccans. And this dissipation of the structural 
conventions could be dangerous, because it pushes the story to the margin of the 
genre. 
What follows next is an examination of the literariness as demonstrated in 
"The Eye". Despite quite an extreme division of critical opinion over the subject 
matter of Bowles's works, almost all of them recognize in his writings a brilliant 
craftsmanship. Bernard Bergonzi comments that “one must insist on [Bowles's] 
extreme verbal skill" but he criticizes that what he does with it is "very limited and 
ultimately monotonous" (Hibbard 232). Fiedler describes his style as possessing 
"astonishing ease and rhythmical beauty" (Hibbard 217); and The New Yorker 
regards his monotonous, "steady, melancholy, and colloquial" style "an excellent 
conveyor of the atmosphere within an atmosphere in which Mr. Bowles's creatures 
exist" (Hibbard 212). In fact it is purported that Bowles's writing practice "has 
always been to work over a sentence in all its possible structures and forms until he 
settles for the particular casting that serves best" (Hibbard 228). Bowles himself also 
wrote that the good storyteller must keep "the thread of his narrative almost equally 
taut at all points" (qtd. in Hibbard xiii). 
This cautious attitude in treating the literary language could be hinting at the 
fact that Bowles's "means of composition and aesthetic principles greatly resemble 
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those described by Poe in "The Theory of Composition" (xiii). In fact, critics have 
more than once noted the resemblance between Edgar Allan Poe and Paul Bowles. In 
addition to this kind of "formal determinism", another critic, Pounds, also proposes 
that Bowles is Poe's “heir’，in both the "calculated use of horrific effects" and 
sensibility of a consciousness in extremity (2). In fact, Bowles once acknowledged 
the influence of Poe on him since childhood in an interview in 1964 (Pounds 4). 
The following is an analysis of two passages extracted from Poe's "Murders 
in the Rue Morgue" and Bowles's "The Eye". By comparing and contrasting the two, 
the effect of horror created by the two writers' literariness will be demonstrated. 
[T]he gigantic animal had seized Madame L'Espanaye by the hair, 
[ . . . ] a n d was flourishing the razor about her face, in imitation of the 
motions of a barber. The daughter [. . .] had swooned. The screams 
and struggles of the old lady (during which the hair was torn from her 
head) had the effect of changing the probably pacific purposes of the 
Ourang-Outang into those of wrath. With one determined sweep of its 
muscular arm it nearly severed her head from her body. The sight of 
blood inflamed its anger into phrenzy. [. . .][I]t flew upon the body of 
the girl, and imbedded its fearful talons in her throat, retaining its 
grasp until she expired. (Poe 121) 
This scene from Poe's "Rue Morgue" is definitely terrible to imagine, and it 
can be seen that the effect of horror is created deliberately by a detailed imagery of 
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inhuman violence: hair is torn from Madame L'Espanaye's head, and with a razor 
the murderer (the Ourang-Outang) almost cuts off her head. This is violence that 
could not possibly be done by any human beings~which shocks readers with its 
perversity. However, the situation is different in the following passage from 
Bowles's "The Eye": 
[W]e came to an old stone well. I leaned over the wall of rocks 
around it and saw the small circle of sky far below. 
"They had to drag him all the way here, you see, and hold him 
steady right over the well while they made the signs on his feet, so the 
blood would fall into the water. It's no good if it falls on the side of 
the well. And they had to make the same signs the fqih drew on paper 
for the little girl. That's hard to do in the dark and in the rain. But they 
did it. I saw the cuts when I bathed him." (Bowles 161) 
This is a horrible scene to visualize too, but in quite a different sense from 
that in Poe's detective thriller. This atrocious "crime" in the Western eye (to the 
Moroccans, however, it is a religious ceremony) is done by human beings just the 
same as us. And there is comparatively little violent action compared to the scene in 
"Rue Morgue", in which the victim's body is severed and another thrust up the 
chimney. Yet imagine the situation in "The Eye": several strong Moroccans dragging 
a very sick white man out from a house to the woods, and then using a razor to cut 
one's feet while holding the body over the well, so that the blood would not drip 
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outside of it! When we realize that it could be the same kind of people you meet on 
the street who carry out this vicious act to another human being, and when the writer 
himself is like a completely indifferent bystander, the shock is doubly disturbing. 
In my opinion the effect of horror is communicated effectively in both 
excerpts. Of course the violence is stronger physically in Poe's "Rue Morgue", since 
the perpetrator is a beast instead of a human being. However from the previous 
passage from "The Eye", one can sense how terror can be maximized with little 
action and few words. Compared with Poe's language, there are so few adjectives in 
Bowles's language that one cannot help feeling the effect of cold-bloodedness. No 
sympathy is shown for any of the characters at ail-neither Larbi, nor Marsh, nor 
Meriam and her daughter, nor the narrator.' 
Drawing upon these, I propose that Poe's and Bowles's writings are of two 
kinds of literariness. Poe's literariness is, among others, engendered chiefly by his 
presentation of the cold-bloodedness/perverseness of the perpetrator (but not 
necessarily the writer himself); for Bowles, his literariness is engendered by his 
objective, narrative point of view, plus an unadorned and carefully wrought language. 
As exemplified, Poe's and Bowles's differing literariness demonstrates an effect of 
horror with differing nuances.2 
The biggest innovation that "The Eye" brings to the genre of detective thriller 
is its cultural perspective. As Oliver Evans notes, in most of his works "the tension 
arises from a contrast between alien cultures: in a typical Bowles story, a civilized 
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individual comes in contact with an alien environment and is defeated by it" 
(Hibbard 223). "The Eye" is a typical example of such thematic concerns. 
On the surface, the fatal and cruel mistake of frightening the girl made by 
Duncan Marsh originates from a selfish motive: the noisy girl interfered with his 
concentration and work. However, there is a hidden implication that Marsh lacked a 
good knowledge of the cultural heritage of Moroccans. To the Western civilized man, 
represented by the narrator, everything can be explained by reasoning power, and to 
justify this belief the narrator deliberately takes up a seemingly heroic adventure. It 
appears to the readers, however, that finally everything dissolves into uncertainty 
through cultural misunderstanding: at first there appears to be a mystery, maybe a 
murder that cannot be completely explained; at the end this mystery dissolves, and 
takes up another form. When, under his rational investigation, the presence of the 
marks on Marsh's feet has been explained, the narrator realizes that, from the cultural 
perspective of the Moroccans, no crime has been committed at all. Logically 
speaking, since the cause of Marsh's death cannot be completely clarified, so one 
cannot even say whether it is the poisoning, or the infections of the cuts, or, 
according to the Islamic religion, Fate that killed him. Not only is Duncan Marsh the 
civilized individual who succumbed to the alien environment, but so does the 
narrator, being a Western civilized man himself. 
When the narrator asks Larbi what exactly Marsh died of, Larbi answered that 
it was fate, i.e. "suerte" in Spanish (Morocco having been a Spanish protectorate), 
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which made things as they were. From this we can understand Larbi's point of view: 
Marsh died "because his hour had come" and such is the impact of Islam on 
Moroccans. This can also be inferred from the fact that Larbi is not in any sense 
worried or frightened at all in disclosing the story to the narrator; Larbi does not ever 
imagine he himself could be charged with being an accomplice to a crime. The 
fatalism of the Muslims is deeply ingrained in the mind of traditional Moroccans like 
Larbi and Meriam. 
The narrator's conclusion in the story is illuminating in cultural terms: 
I let him off in town with a vague sense of disappointment, and I saw 
that I had not only expected, but actually hoped, to find someone on 
whom the guilt might be fixed. What constitutes a crime? There was 
no criminal intent-only a mother moving in the darkness of ancient 
ignorance. (Bowles 162) 
The narrator has tried to find a satisfactory answer to a crime, but finally he 
realizes that it might not even be called a crime. Who could be called the perpetrator? 
The apparent perpetrator, Meriam, was no different from other mothers in doing 
everything she could to save her own daughter-only in that she was living in a 
superstitious community. And as a successor of the Berber-Moslem cultural heritage, 
Meriam did not commit any crime at all in trying to remove an "evil" curse from her 
own daughter. 
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In Bowles's fiction, not only different cultures lead to misunderstanding, but 
human beings in general are essentially alienated from one another. Tenesse 
Williams, maintains that Paul Bowles truly depicts the world we live in, where the 
human drama of the "single being rather than of beings in relation to each other" 
(Hibbard 207-208) is on play. In other words, Bowles has put forward a pessimistic 
world-view. Out-sidedness and obsession with violence inherent in Bowies' writings 
is a grim presentation of the contemporary world. 
In "The Eye", one can see exactly this drama going on: Duncan Marsh, in all 
his plights, "has become taboo, and is incapable of receiving help" (Bowles 151) 
from his own expatriate society in Tangier. Even Larbi's confiding of secrets to the 
narrator is based on monetary benefit: if not for the three thousand francs the narrator 
hands to Larbi, he would not bring the narrator to the Marsh's house. What's more, 
when Larbi is depicting how Marsh has been tortured by the fqihs, he does not seem 
to feel sorry for what had happened to his own master. There are no genuine, heart-
felt relationships among people at all in this story. People's motive and intent are 
inscrutable; to make it worse, cultural differences lead to misunderstanding and here, 
to murder.3 
On the surface it seems that the investigation to the "mystery" proves to be a 
failure; the incident is taken as mystery by mistake. However, under careful scrutiny, 
the question posed by the narrator at the ending, "what constitutes a crime?" is the 
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centrifugal source of the true mystery of Bowles's story as a detective thriller; and 
this indeterminacy of a fixed answer arises out of different cultural perceptions. 
Ill 
To have a fuller view of the recent development of the detective thriller, 
postmodern varieties of the genre need to be examined. In the following section, we 
will investigate the conventions and innovations of Jorge Luis Borges's "The Garden 
of Forking Paths", whose formal and thematic innovations to the detective thriller are 
both postmodernist. 
Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1986) was bom in Buenos Aires, and he grew up 
bilingually in English and Spanish. His father, a lawyer and educator, was the one 
who led young Borges into the realm of metaphysics. In Borges's early, secluded life 
at the family house, his father's huge, English library and the Spanish patio garden 
became very important to him. Consequently, both the library and the labyrinth (not 
unlike a labyrinth) became two key elements of his fiction. (Holquist 89) Beginning 
from the 1960s, "Jorge Luis Borges evolved as an international phenomenon" (Bell-
Villada 3)，and up to present he is still universally regarded as a "quintessential" 
figure of his age (Holquist 94). 
Borges was an active member of the Spanish Ultraist movement, an avant-
garde literary movement that started in 1918 and ended in 1922 (Maier 29)，in which 
metaphor is an important component (Maier 47). Although he was soon disillusioned 
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with Ultraism, he nevertheless continued his life-long obsession with metaphors such 
as those of "labyrinths, mirrors, swords, towers, circular objects, and red chambers" 
(Lindstrom xii), which became important emblems in his fictions. 
Due to a heavy influence of Anglophone culture and literature on his 
childhood life, Borges's prose possesses an "unusual syntax [. . .] associated with 
English prose" (Holquist 90)，though his works were written in Spanish. They elicit 
conspicuous marks of Europhilia and cosmopolitanism, and a decisive break from 
the tradition of Hispanic American writings, which was characterized by an 
"overblown grandiosity" and the absence of humour (Gene 44). 
Borges is an absolutely original writer; his fiction is "literally alienating, 
defying classification. Generic crisscrossings hybridize Borges's texts: a 
fundamental textual restlessness prevails." (Molloy 4) Among his fictional works, 
two collections of short stories, Ficciones (1944) and The Aleph (1949) are the most 
celebrated and innovative. Being of an extraordinary density and complexity marked 
by paradox and ambiguity, they are recognized "as among the most distinctive and 
original contributions made to the evolution of the genre [of short fiction] in the 
twentieth century" (Lindstrom xii). In particular, Borges's metaphysical detective 
thrillers are closely associated with the post-modernist narrative (Herbert 87). 
"The Garden of Forking Paths" (1941) is the title story of a collection of 
Borges's short stories and the "epitome of Borges's emerging fictional mode" 
(Lindstrom 29). It was later incorporated into the larger collection, Ficciones (1944). 
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Critical opinions towards this detective thriller are varied. Donald A. Yates points 
out that with this particular story and "Death and the Compass", Borges "infuses 
traditional forms such as the espionage tale and the detective story with fresh poetic 
and philosophical potential" (25). J. M. Cohen, however, condemns the story as "all 
utterly incredible" (53)，with "jumbled elements of time-relativism, crime, pursuit 
and symbolism are [badly] co-ordinated". Moreover, the outcome is "brusquely 
imposed in order to end the tale" (54). 
The connotations of the word “Ficciones” will throw light on the nature of 
Borges's "The Garden of Forking Paths", a typically post-modem narrative. The 
word Ficciones’ unlike cuentos or relatos ("stories" in Spanish) points specifically to 
the fact of untruth, that is to say, the unreality of the book's content (Gene 49). The 
word thus emphasizes the nature of fiction as a "verbal artifice" (which, Borges 
asserted, has been forgotten by Realism). As will be seen, this sense of “verbal 
artifice" is purposefully attained in "Forking Paths". 
The story begins with a seemingly direct reference to an authentic 
documentary named A History of the World War, written by B. Liddell Hart. It 
records a delay of an offensive by the British divisions originally scheduled for July 
24，1916.4 The narrator then asserts that what follows is a deposition written by a Dr. 
Yu Tsun, with the first two pages missing. 
Yu is of Chinese blood, but well-educated in the English language (he has 
been teaching English in China). He is working for Germany as a spy in World War I. 
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At the beginning of this piece of exposition he is being chased by a British captain, 
Richard Madden, who has captured his accomplice. Yu is left alone in the English 
provinces. He knows that before he gets caught and killed by Madden, he has to race 
with time and communicate to his German Chief the location of the British artillery 
park, which is the supposed target of the Luftwaffe's bombardment. The reason for 
his effort is not whole-hearted support for the country Germany, but an attempt to 
prove to his German Chief that "a yellow man [can] save [the German] armies" 
(Borges 91). 
Yu makes up a plan quickly. He takes a train and gets off at the village of 
Ashgrove. One of the children nearby says that to go to the renowned sinologist, Dr. 
Stephen Albert's house, he needs to take the road to the left, and bear to the left at 
every crossroad. During the walk to Albert's house, the mazelike quality of the roads 
reminds Yu Tsun of his ancestor, Ts'ui Pen, who gave up political power and spent 
13 years writing a strange novel called The Garden of Forking Paths and created a 
maze "in which all men would lose themselves" (Borges 93). Ts'ui Pen was then 
mysteriously murdered. Despite the fact that Ts'ui Pen was an extremely learned 
man, no one can understand the novel he has devoted his life to write; and no one 
ever finds the maze that he claims to have made. 
When Yu reaches the house he finds that much of the surroundings are 
Chinese, with a pavilion, Chinese music, a tall man with a lantern, and the Lost 
Encyclopedia edited by the Third Emperor of the Luminous Dynasty. He is then 
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brought to Dr. Stephen Albert. Albert is an English man yet surprisingly he possesses 
the manuscript to Yu's ancestor, Ts'ui Pen's Garden of Forking Paths. Based on a 
fragment of a letter by Ts'ui Pen, which said "I leave to various future times, but not 
to all, my garden of forking paths" (Borges 97)，Albert claims that he has solved the 
mystery of the novel and the maze. According to Albert, the chaotic novel and the 
maze are one and the same, a symbolic and "invisible labyrinth of time" (Borges 96). 
Each of the incidents which takes place in the novel "[leads] to not just one but all 
possible outcomes" (Gene 101). The following is one example that Albert quoted 
from the novel: 
"Fang, let us say, has a secret. A stranger knocks at his door. Fang 
makes up his mind to kill him. Naturally there are various possible 
outcomes. Fang can kill the intruder, the intruder can kill Fang, both 
can be saved, both can die and so on and so on." (Borges 98) 
Yu Tsun has never learnt to appreciate his ancestor's work before, and he 
feels very grateful towards Albert. However, having realized that Madden is already 
outside the house now, he has to murder Albert, so that when the news of his murder 
is reported in the newspapers, the Chief would know the name of the location of the 
artillery park: a town called Albert, the same name as the sinologist's. 
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III 
To remind readers of the work of its nature as a "verbal artifice", Borges 
purposefully uses structural conventions mixed with new elements in "Forking 
Paths". Although it has often been said that two common structural elements, 
characterization and plot, are meager in Borges's stories (Gene 57-8)，I maintain that 
in "Forking Paths" the plot and characterization assume a relatively higher 
importance than they usually do in his other works. In fact, these two structural 
conventions are deliberately foregrounded in order to parody the form of the 
detective thriller. As the plot is the main device of a detective thriller, Borges could 
not entirely ignore this component. More importantly, Borges wishes to remind us 
that this is a detective thriller; the story is formulaic and artificial, and therefore it 
necessarily displays a conspicuous quality of the genre, i.e. an emphasis on the plot. 
On the other hand, the characterization of the hero is also of great importance. 
By characterizing Yu Tsun as a spy who is different from the usually all-powerful 
and fearless one depicted in other spy thrillers, Borges adds a twist to people's 
conception of the genre of detective thriller. To realize the psychological depth of the 
lonely spy, Yu's internal plight and melancholy are deftly expressed by "an 
underlying unity of tone and sentiment-a combination of fear, sadness, and guilt" 
(Bell-Villada 103). 
To the readers Yu offers the following advice, which he believes must be 
imposed upon himself, too, in executing his duties: 
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I foresee that man will resign himself each day to new abominations, 
that soon only soldiers and bandits will be left. To them I offer this 
advice: Whosoever would undertake some atrocious enterprise should 
act as if it were already accomplished, should impose upon himself a 
future as irrevocable as the past. (Borges 92-3) 
Yu Tsun is neither the hard-boiled nor the coldly rational operative. Indeed, 
for a spy he is oddly sensitive and conscience-ridden, a man obsessed by doubts and 
even by [. . .] abstract principles" (Gene 103). Tragically, "[o]f the many cases of 
betrayal, Yu's is one of the most inevitable. The fidelity he owes leads in too many 
competing directions; he inhabits a labyrinth of loyalties." (Lindstrom 31). Yu has 
obligations to his German boss, his Chinese ancestry, and his English heritage, but he 
cannot but betray Ts'ui Pen and the British by killing Stephen Albert, who has 
deciphered Ts'ui Pen's mystery. And by doing so he gives information to Germany, 
the enemy of the British. Tragically the effort does not stem from loyalty to Germany 
but an attempt to prove the capability of Chinese. "[The Chief] does not know, for no 
one can, of [Yu Tsun's] infinite penitence and sickness of the heart." (101) Yu Tsun 
feels that he is indebted to Albert for solving the mystery to his ancestor's labyrinth 
but he is fated to kill Albert in order to prove the ability of the Chinese ancestry. 
When reading about Yu Tsun's melancholy accounts, one might recall Arthur 
Rowe from Graham Greene's Ministry of Fear when we read of the fear and 
melancholy of Yu Tsun. There are, of course, others who view Yu as a coward 
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whose "vanity, even concealed under patriotism, remains vanity" (Agheana 44)，and 
again I choose not to have a fixed attitude towards the Chinese spy, considering him 
neither a hero nor a coward. His own identity is already ambiguous (he is 
"classifiable under a number of cultural affiliations" (Lindstrom 29))，and I believe 
Borges deliberately leaves the identity and moral temperament of Yu an ambiguous, 
open question. 
"Forking Paths" displays the idiosyncratic and famous literariness of Borges. 
What the detective thriller asserts is one of “a hard-won, personal i d i o m , [ . . . ] 
intimate in fact and [. . .] impersonal in appearance" (Christ 9), with "crisp 
understatement, rigorous compression, disciplined attention to expressive nuance" 
(Gene 44). The texts “have their well-placed shows of emotion, little frissons which, 
at certain strategic moments, break through the tautly forbidding surface" (Gene 46)， 
and constantly remind the readers that what they are reading is unrealistic, that is, a 
"verbal artifice". In other words, Borges's literariness creates in readers an effect of 
unreality. 
In his Borges and His Fiction: A Guide to His Mind and Art. Gene Bell-
Villada calls Borges's work a literature of unreality, but it is not merely escapist 
literature (Gene 50-1, 58，Korsmeyer 2). Instead, "Borges's unrealities are [ . . . ] 
disquietingly suggestive of this world" (Gene 50) by alluding to reality indirectly 
(Gene 51). I reckon this position justified, and there are examples from the story 
which will support this stance. Although the very idea of killing a man with the name 
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Albert to inform the German Chief of the city Albert is unrealistic and arbitrary 
enough, one cannot deny that the inner turmoil of Yu is felt to be genuinely 
disturbing; it sounds provoking to readers when they are immersed in the context of 
this piece of artifice. Also, the idea of the time bifurcating into different realities is 
not implausible, though we are also aware that this proposition is not meant to be a 
profound truth as in philosophy. In fact, Borges himself often said that his "fantastic 
tales are essentially parables, veiled comments on real human problems" (Gene 51). 
Stressing the non-fixity of Borges's works, Sylvia Molloy in Signs of Borges 
makes an important observation that reading his texts is essentially game-playing.^ 
The fragments, gaps, ambiguities that disturb one reader will not have effect on the 
others; or they are not necessarily disturbing in the same way to readers of different 
backgrounds. (Molloy 2) In "The Garden of Forking Paths", there exists such a 
game-structure: readers will supposedly look for clues that would explain what Yu 
Tsun's secret plan was, but there are false clues and as to the genuine clues, there are 
only few very conspicuous ones. 
After reading the whole story, some readers might observe that the only clue 
to the whole affair is that "the Chief [ . . . ] that sick and hateful man [. . .] who, sitting 
in his arid Berlin office, leafed infinitely through newspapers, looking in vain for 
news from us." (Borges 90-1) It makes the remote connection that the Chief will 
search the newspapers for the secret information from Yu. It appears impossible, 
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though, that any reader can possibly deduce the plan from this single clue; one might 
even fail to notice this is a clue after reading the entire story. 
Moreover, there is another clue, but an essentially ambiguous and misleading 
one: “Vaguely I thought that a pistol shot can be heard for a great distance" (Borges 
91). This phrase might lead some readers to imagine that Yu is trying to shot Stephen 
Albert so that the shot will be heard somewhere by the Chief (which could not be 
possible but still a logical deduction). Ironically it is true and it is false. Yu has to 
shoot Stephen Albert, but it is not the physical sound of the shot that would reach the 
Chief, but the symbolic shot, the news of the murder that would communicate the 
information to him. 
When Dr. Stephen Albert quotes from Ts'ui Pen's work, "thus the heroes 
fought, with tranquil heart and bloody sword. They were resigned to killing and to 
dying", Yu Tsun feels an agitation more inaccessible, more intimate, prefigured by 
them in some way (Borges 99). Some readers might notice something important that 
is implied by this agitation, yet unable to deduce what the quotation could possibly 
prefigure. Some others, however, might be able to connect the fate of Yu Tsun with 
that of the soldiers at war who are in a more or less similar situation but in a different 
point of time. 
Lastly, Yu Tsun's words "the future exists now" (Borges 101) in a seemingly 
insignificant remark to Albert before asking for another look at the letter, and thus 
shooting him, might remind some readers of Yu's earlier meditation that one must 
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impose an irrevocable future upon oneself. Still there are others who remain 
insensitive or disagree with this interpretation. As noted by Wladimir Krysinski, 
interpretation opens up a labyrinth, which is an important stamp of Borges's work 
(193). In his article, "The Literature of Exhaustion", John Barth maintains that "a 
labyrinth [. . .] is a place in which, ideally, all the possibilities of choice [. . .] are 
embodied [. . .] and must be exhausted before one reaches the heart." (qtd. in Stabb 
147) Indeed, "the labyrinth sums up Borges's delight with multitudinous possibilities 
and symbolizes the idea of a bewildering universe, the complexities fashioned by 
men" (Gene 59). All in all, reading Borges's text is like playing and losing oneself in 
a labyrinth, that is a convoluted game-structure. 
The biggest innovation that "Forking Paths" has contributed, I propose, is its 
philosophical nature. Burton Hatlen has discussed the nature of Borges's fiction in 
his article "Borges and Metafiction". He asserts that the definition of meta-fiction is 
many-folded, but the prefix "meta", when applied to "fiction", has to do with "about" 
instead of "beyond" (as opposed to "metaphysics", beyond physics). Meta-fiction is a 
post-modem phenomenon. In a metafictional narrative such as "The Garden of 
Forking Paths", Borges has addressed one issue of the nature of narrative—namely, 
the possibility of a forking narrative embracing all temporal possibilities. 
On the other hand, the story is also a metaphysical detective thriller. As 
demonstrated by Michael Holquist in "Jorge Luis Borges and the Metaphysical 
Detective Story", "The Garden of Forking Paths", together with "Death and the 
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Compass", have marked a return to the metaphysical tradition of story telling which 
is present in such works as Sophocles's Oedipus Rex. In particular, "The Garden of 
Forking Paths" has brought up a metaphysics of time: 
The Garden of Forking Paths is a picture, incomplete yet not false, of 
the universe such as Ts'ui Pen conceived it to be. [He] did not think of 
time as absolute and uniform. He believed in an infinite series of times, 
in a dizzily growing, ever spreading network of diverging, converging 
and parallel times. This web of time—the strands of which approach 
one another, bifurcate, intersect or ignore each other through the 
centuries-embraces every possibility. (Borges 100) 
This speculation about time, while of a provoking nature, is not explored in depth in 
the story, as in works of philosophical metaphysics. Noting the philosophical nature 
of Borges’s fiction as mentioned above, one should also be aware that the opinions 
on whether the metaphysical detective thriller of Borges belongs more to literature or 
philosophy are quite diverse. Structuralists insisted on the autonomous nature of art. 
For instance, David William Foster, a structuralist, has tried to propose a structuralist 
poetics instead of a thematic approach to analyze Borges's work in "Borges and 
Structuralism: Toward an Implied Poetics". He asserts that "intellectual principles, 
when they make the transition from "philosophy" to art, rarely survive intact [ . . . ] . 
[T]hese principles are necessarily subjugated to artistic necessities" (Lindstrom 145) 
Others, however, see Borges's work as addressing philosophical issues seriously. For 
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example, in Ion T. Agheana's The Prose of Jorge Luis Borges: Existentialism and the 
Dynamics of Surprise, the argument centers on the paradoxical "existential imprint" 
bom by his work. I choose not to argue whether Borges's story is pure literature, 
pure philosophy (which is more unlikely), or which point it attains between the two 
poles. As an extension of Sylvia Molloy's argument that the text's shifting 
perspective is a "vocation [. . •] for nonflxity, accompanied by its tenuous longing for 
what is fixed" (Molloy 2)，I believe that the text of Borges is not meant to be fixed to 
any one idea, category, or even a position. With this philosophical aspect, the 
detective thriller "Forking Paths" has compounded the nature of mystery. 
John Updike once made an apt observation that "Borges's narrative 
innovations spring from a clear sense of technical crisis. For all his modesty [. . .] he 
proposes some sort of essential revision in literature itself (qtd. in Stabb 144). Such 
imaginative works, i.e. "[the literature of unreality, including the detective thriller] 
had, for the 150 years that precede[d] Ficciones, been relegated by the hegemonic, 
realist aesthetic to the status of a minor art" (Gene 52). It is, therefore, important to 
realize the contributions and status that Borges's work has helped the genre gain. 
Perhaps the most revolutionary contribution Borges has made in "Forking Paths" is 
that he put forward “a fruitful artistic mode that breaks away from psychology and 
realism, which for some two hundred years had been the fundamental materials of 
prose narrative" (Gene 48). I believe this is a decisive step away from people 
attaching derogatory connotations to the genre of detective thriller (or in other 
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terminology), which, as a matter of fact, must always include a strain of 
fancy/unreality in order to thrill. By deliberately showing off these unrealistic 
touches, Borges boldly announce that the conventions and formulaic qualities are not 
something despicable; instead they are to be brought to the foreground. 
* 
In sum, both Bowles's and Borges's stories are innovative in terms of the 
cultural and philosophical (metaphysical) elements the writers instilled into them. It 
is interesting to note that both protagonists, being a detective/spy, are engaged in a 
quest for the unknown and unknowable. The narrator in "The Eye" is in search of 
assurances to his civilized identity, one of which is that everything can be solved by 
human reason. This world-view is not unlike that proposed by Doyle's and Christie's 
works. Yet the ending of Bowles's story seems to suggest that the writer looks at the 
world the other way round. What the narrator ultimately finds is the destruction of 
that very assurance, that is, that of the rational, civilized self. From a cultural point of 
view, there is, indeed, no absolute right or wrong; one cannot even say for sure if a 
crime has been committed. Borges's protagonist, Yu Tsun, risks his life to fulfill his 
d u t y n o t out of commitment to the German Chief, but as proof of his loyalty to the 
Chinese culture. Nonetheless Yu's murder of Stephen Albert marks his very 
disloyalty to the Chinese culture (since Albert was the one who restores the value of 
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Yu's ancestor, Ts'ui Pen's work). Ultimately, which allegiance, if any, has he 
fulfilled? 
For both of the two stories studied in this chapter, the solution to one apparent 
problem only leads to more complicated, unanswered questions. This hints at a 
world-view which states that there are a lot of things (if not everything) that can 
never be explained or solved by human efforts. This is the mystery inherent in the 
two postmodern detective thrillers. As the Danish physicist, Niels Bohr, attributes to 
mystery, "the answer to a puzzle is an answer, whereas the answer to a mystery is 
another question." 
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Notes 
1 This cold-bloodedness towards the characters on the part of writer might 
remind one of Gustav Flaubert (1821-1880)，the French realist novelist, best known 
for his Madame Bovary (1857). 
2 In particular, Allen Hibbard recognizes that Bowies' writing style shares 
"more affinities with nineteenth-century masters [. . .] than with postmodern 
experimenters" (xii). 
3 It is noticed that the pessimistic view of man and a sense of violence 
inherent in Bowies' writings have been attributed to the romantic tradition and the 
Modernist tradition. 
4 Although the documentary exists authentically, the particular incident of 
delaying the attack is fabricated by Borges. 
5 Her word, "game-playing", is definitely stripped of the derogatory 
connotations people usually attach to it. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Through a comparative analysis of Agatha Christie's The Murder of Roger 
Ackrovd, Graham Greene's The Ministry of Fear, Paul Bowles's "The Eye," and Jorge 
Luis Borges's "The Garden of Forking Paths," we have seen how different 
components have been revised, deleted from, or added to the prototypical detective 
thrillers, that is, Edgar Allan Poe's "Murders in the Rue Morgue" and Conan Doyle's 
"The Red-headed League." 
In Roger Ackrovd, we see how the basic formula of the prototypical detective 
thriller has been expanded and transformed. Christie is immensely successful in 
shaping readers' set expectations towards the "figure in the carpet". By a brilliantly 
cinematic language, and Graham Greene's presenting real-life and serious issues such 
as identity crisis, The Ministry of Fear elevates the aesthetic status of the detective 
thriller/entertainment, which as long been despised for its popular form. Paul Bowles's 
"The Eye" has set in motion a dialogue between different cultures, gradually replacing 
the Euro-centric slant of the detective thriller. And Jorge Luis Borges's "The Garden 
of Forking Paths" is boldly innovative because its central mystery does not lie in an 
answer to solve the plight of Yu Tsun or a crime, but in addressing philosophical issues 
like the metaphysics of time. Critics have proposed that Borges's works are 
postmodernist parody; because the detective thriller “represent[s] a view of the world 
that people no longer believed, although they must once have believed it." (Cohen 127) 
The first question is, would the genre of detective thriller become worthless once the 
detective thrillers are read in a different social and historical scenario from the time 
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they are written? Of course not, and no one can deny that Conan Doyle's and Agatha 
Christie's works, written sixty years ago, still enjoy an enduring attractiveness for 
many contemporary readers. 
As Michael Cohen argues, "literary conventions are tacit agreements between 
readers and authors to accept certain givens while reading. They are not belief 
systems." (127) Although the detective thrillers discussed in this thesis are found to be 
proposing different world-views, they are not necessarily realistic. Yet these texts are 
products of history and society, and cannot be cut off from the surrounding world. If 
we have to believe in the world-view that a particular detective thriller puts forward, 
and merge it with our daily life, one can almost say that this world-view would very 
soon be outdated. 
All of the above undermines the conception that the genre of detective thriller 
is made up of merely a set of universals. Instead, the genre is neither monolithic nor 
closed; and its evolution reflects contemporary interests. One might wonder whether 
all these innovations have blurred the boundaries of the detective thriller as a literary 
genre. I contend that, although the detective thriller has been constantly revised in its 
structural components, and even considerably transformed in terms of its formalist 
effect, inherent worldviews, thematic focus and form of (hermeneutic) play, the genre 
still remains flexible yet solid. As Cawelti remarks in Adventure, Mystery and 
Romance: Formula Stories as Art and Popular Culture, "the quality of the individual 
work depends on the author's ability to invent some ingenious new type of 
mystification while still working within the conventional structure of rational 
detection" (10). I strongly believe that the basic structural components as delineated in 
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Poe's and Doyle's two short stories are very important for defining the genre. 
Furthermore, the presence of formalist effects and game-structure could be discerned 
in other detective thrillers too, with different manifestations in each idiosyncratic 
work. 
A text is also what a reader makes of it. I have tried to show my awareness that 
different readers (from different interpretative communities) will very likely have 
different responses to each detective thriller. This thesis has attempted to demonstrate 
the idiosyncrasy and appeal of the six detective thrillers studied in this thesis. 
Although my interpretation of the stories will not entirely agree with those of other 
readers', what is at stake is that I believe I have sketched the primary attractions of the 
detective thriller, which, I believe, will be more or less present in the majority's 
readings. 
Genre criticism is a fruitful critical mode for looking at formulaic literature, 
basically because of the importance of structural conventions. As to which approach to 
be adopted for the criticism of the detective thriller, I remain open towards the present 
available schools, which can supplement the structuralist and reader-oriented 
perspective. In "Counsel for the Defense", Robert Bernard asserts that "we must cut 
off the modem detective story from the novel proper, put it in quite another category 
[ . . • ] and thus develop a completely independent critical approach to it." (Bloom 88) 
He refers to Jacque Barzun，who rejects Chandler's comment that "[f]iction in any 
form has always intended to be realistic" (qtd. in Bloom 87). Most critics still see 
realism as the standard of their measurement under the influence of eighteenth and 
nineteenth-century novels. What I question is this: is "realism" the only/most 
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important standard by which critics now evaluate literature? Even if the answer is yes, 
should we confine ourselves to the narrow notion that for a novel to be novel proper, or 
at least deserving of "mainstream" critical scrutiny, it has to be a realistic work? 
Should we compromise by adopting another "independent critical approach"? This 
equals limiting the development of the novel, or else we have to segregate the 
detective thriller from other novels, and in so doing admit that this genre could be 
inferior than mainstream literature. 
Last but not least, having seen how idiosyncratic, lively and original each 
detective thriller is, the same point might be made regarding the choice of critical 
approach. Given the variety of readers, why not also a variety of approaches? 
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